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Optimizing the Shosbox Parser for Newari:
(With special reference to paradip, parts of rpu"ch and grammatical

glossds). 
E. Austin Hale

l.Introduction
Ttre question addressed by this paper is "How can a Shoebox

pa$er be optimized for the automatic interlinearization of Newar text and
what are the implications for the treatrnent of the representation of
paradigms, parts of speech, and grammatical glosses in such a parser? All
descriptions of the pa6er and examples given are drawn from a Newar
implementation of the system.' 

Ttre Unguist's Shoebox is a tool accessible to anyone with a fairly
ordina4r Windows or Mac-based system. It is a good tool for field linguists
who desire to build a corpus of parsed text in a database with good search,

concordarlce, word-lisf, and dictionary-building functions. It can be used

effectively by linguists who are not programmerc and who do not wish to
become prograrnmerc. It is, in other words a handy, user-friendly tool, ffid
as such also has certain limitations. If one works within those limitations
one can create a corpus which can serye as an invaluable reference and
source of examples for grammatical analysis.

Ttris paper highlights the implications of various characteristics of
the Shoebox pzuser for the elaboration for grlurmatical glosses, paradigms,
and parts-of-speech in Newari. The paper seeks to give the Shoebox user.
some tested recoiltmendations for reducing the time required for parsing
forms in interlinear tex! recommendations that may be significant for
those interested in building a large corpus for gramatical analysis.

This brief account of some experiences in interlinearizing may
arouse some interest in Shoebox. If so a more adequate introduction can
be found in Buseman, et al. 2000.

* 
z2ndfuinual Conference of the Linguistic Sociery of Nepal
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2 I Opttunizirlg...

2. Ovenriew of the Parsing Process
2.1 Text:

Ttre terft is input as a single unanotated line in Devanagari script
fire pa$er annotates this line, producing interlinear text like the

following:
(Elr 1)

\ref 20hijk00.01

\d t1ft-r m sr{nq{r *K trfr ffr g qrtr

\t jhi:ke na: wiman apharaqya WE*ru: pidana ki chu yaye!

\m jhi:-ke n5: biman aphararyya wE:hu: pidan-a ki chu yaT e
\ps prn-case cnj n n {ase n v -fin cnj qprn v -inf
\g we.incl-soc also airplane higtrjacking -gen madness come.out -pd if
what do -inf
\f Whathappau tf atr-htfijackingma&tas also affect us? (From:

Bhtsenprasld Shrestha, N.S. 1101 [1981] kukuly6: ku: [Ttre Cock's Crow],
pp.23-25.)

\d field. = Original input line

\t field - A romanization of the text generated from the \d field by CC-

Table.

\rn field =Morph line in which the parser breaks each word of the \t field
into morphemes

\ps field -Parser supplies the part of speech for each morpheme

\g field -Parser provides ar English gloss for each morpheme.

\f field =Lingdst supplies the free translation.

2.2. Dictionary:
Ttre dictionary contains laxical entries (\tx field) with parts of speech

(\ps field), English glosses (\ge field), ffid, alternative forms (\a and \u
fields). Paradigms can be represented as lists of alternative forms with
fqrced parses. Some of the dictionary entries relevant for (Ex. 1) are given
in (8r.2).

I

t

\lx -Ya

\lc -qr

\ps case

\ge gen

\lx -O

\lx -e

\ps fin
\ge pd

\lx aphar.laq

\lc ed{6t\

\lx jhft
\k rfi
\ps prn

\ge we.incl
\a jhifl:

\lx dan
\k qt
\ps v
\ge stand 

,

\lx Pi
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\ps n
\ge abduction;
highjacking

\lx -ke

\lc -*.
\ps case

\ge soc

\lx chu
\lc g
\ps qprn

\ge what

\u jhi:
\a jhis5:

\u jhir -n5:(case)

\a jhi:ke
\u jhi: -ke(case)

\a jhi:ta

\u jhi: -ta(case)

\a jhi:
\u jhir -0(case)

\a jhi:gu

\u jhi: -gu(agr)

\a jhi:mha

\u jhi: -mhe(agr)

lrtcm
| \ps dir

I v" out

\lx pidan
\lc frrEq

\ps v
\ge release ;

publish;
come.out

\a pimadSsa

\u ma-(neg)
pidan -:(fin) -sa

\lc
\ps case

\ge gen

\lx -O

\lc
\ps fin
\ge st

2.3, WordFonn List:
Ttre WordFonn list specifies the well-formed part-of-speech sequences

for words in the language. Ttre list functions as a filter for matches and
pimses described in (3.1) below. Ttre lines relevant to (Ex. 1) are as follows:

(F,:L 3)

\wdp cnj
\wdp dir v fin
\wdp n (case)

\wdp prn (case)

\wdp
\wdp
\wdp

qprn
v
v

fin
inf

3. How shoebox Parses a word (simplified account)
Shoebox pa$es one word at a time. Ttre following is a simplified

account of the steps involved:
3.1. Look for a match: Shoebox attempts to match an input word from

running text in one of the following ways:
a. Sirnple match: If the wold matches a main dictionary enury in the \tr

field, go to (3.2). Otherwise try O). Ttre word chu\uhat'in (Ex. 1)
exemplifies this kind of match. The lexical entry for the match is given
in (En 2).

b. Forced parse:
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Entries in the dictionary also list alternate forms in \a fields. In a
following \u field, suctr a fonn is analyzed into a sequence of morphernes,

each of whidr matches a main main entry in the dictionary. If there is sudr
a matcltr go to (3.2), Otherwise try (c). The word jlri; \ue.inclusive! + *a
'sociativp' in (Er 1) exemplifies this kind of forced parse,

The lexicd enffies wift force the parse is grven in (Elc 2). Note trat
two lexical entries are involved, one for the stern, in whictr a parse is

forced on the whole word ihif@and one for the affiL -Icc whictr matctres
the forced pane fo: part of speectr.

c. Unforced parse
Shoebox now attempts to analyze the word into a series of matdres

widr forms in \lx andlor \a fields. It starts with the outermost afflxes.

After any affix match is found, it looks to see if there is a match for the
remaining stem. If Shoebox succeeds in constmcting an allomorph string
to matdr the input word if goes to (3.2). Otherwise it outpur a failure
marft, telling the linguist to fx tre parrer.

The paxse of eplarerpn hbduction' in Glr 1) is an example of an

unforced pane. Shoebox first finds a match for the suffix -W Een' (E& 2)
and then looks to see if there is a matctr for ephan4 which is left over.

3.z,.Check WordForrn:
WordForm lists ttre part{f-speech sequences that occur in well-formed

wolds. If there are no matches tlrat WordFonn can approve of, the ill-
formed matctres are displayed in a dialogue box for the linguist to deal
with. If ftere is at least one well-formed match, all iU-formed matches are
discarded. Go to (3.3)

3. 3. Longest match principle:
Ttre panser star6 from the ouBide of a word and work inward.

Unless overridden by a forced parse,'the parser will always grve priority to
the longest matdr it qan find. It will show ambiguities only if there is more
than one longest'matdr. Go to (3.4)

Ttre longest match principle can be illusuated frnom the word
pidma 'come.out' in (m L) Ttre dictionary contains entries for stems pi
but' and dan 'stand' and the paner is set to allow sequences of stems in
tre parse. Priority was set for suffilres, however, and after the suf;fix -e

I
I
i

I

i
I

I
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last disjunct' was ntatched, Shoebox found the stem pidon 'come.out' as

tlre longest match for the remainder. Since there $las no matdt of equal
, length there was no call to resolve an arnbiguity.

3.4. Display the parse:
If at this,point there is only one parse, eadr morpheme of whidr

has only a single gloss, Shoebox completes the interlinearization of the
word and moves to the next input word. \A/here this happens we say that
the parse was automated. If there is more than one strnriving pitnse, or if
there are multiple glosses to choose ffom, Shoebox displays an ambiguity
dialogue bo:L prompting the linguist to make the appropriate choices.
Where this happens we say that the parse.was not automated.

4. Recommendations for Optirnizing the-Par$er-
Ttre following recommendations rise out of experience with the Newar

parser. They may not apply to other languages in the same way.

4.I Input Text t
Tt 

" input te)ff may need some processingto minimize the need for
hand disambiguation during actual parsing.

4.1.1 Visarga:
Texts in which the length distinction in low vowels is not marked will

need a pre-edit to correct the spelling. Ttre pa$er marks length. The
contrast is there and to omit visilga in the lexicon greatly increases the

number of ambiguities that must be resolved: kani blind umman} ka:ni
'shelled corn'; wona I came'; wona: having come'

4.1.2 Word breaks:
a)In verbauxiliary strings:

Ttre pa6er will be able to disambiguate certainjoined seqirences

automatically which it is not able to disambiguate when the sequences are

broken. If written separately, gqte can be either a finite future conjunct
or an infinitive; woicould either be future conjunct or a concatenated-
form.

(Elc a1

i
I
t

i
I

I

i
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\d ?q q E415qry =qfg Errr

\t tho its hawaijahaju conegu

\m tho ir € hawaijahaj -el con € -gu

\ps prn n {ase n {ase v -fin -prd

\g this time -loc airplane -loc sit -fc -prd

f*,

\d B rqrtqr:g si?rslT ffi qqaml

\t he oya)fema:su awostha pihi: woicona

\m he gyaT e -mal -: -gu awostha pihi: wol -a -con -e

\ps emp v -inf -aux_inf -fin -agr n dir v {m -aux -fin

\g emp fear -inf -need -st -trzt situation out come {rn {nt -pd

\f At this time when not only international flights but domestic ones as

well are affected by highjacking, when we fly in an airplane a fearful
sinration is created. (20hijk0L.03)

b) With case inflection
Consistent distinctions need to be made. There is potential

ambiguity, for example between the sequence, noun * dative yata.

(BL s)
\d y{g tqrqrd
\t punakhfr: mai:cavata

\m punakhfr: mai:ca -yata

\ps name name {ase
\g Punakhft Mai:ca dat
\f (to) Punakhfl: Mai:ca
and the sequence predicate * verbali zer yab
(Er 6)

\d F{r6T ?tkT I

\t bvatra vata

\m byatra yaT -a

\ps n v -fin
\g mdrriage do -pd

\f (he) married (someone).

dhala ki
dhal -e ki
v -fin cnj
say -pd if
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4,C Lexicon

I have soule reco,tnmerldations for several of the fields in the pa6er
lexicon

4.2,8. Lexeme (\lx)l
a) Class markers:

It is important to have a consistent scheme for representing lexemes of
the major inflectional classes. In Newari this is especially crucial for verbs.
I have chosen forms that can be used to identify paradigms. The Vowel +
Consonant final on verb stems can be used to identiff verb classes in the
rules that spell out the paradigms: Ttre underlined ponion of eadr lexeme
below is the class marker that relates the lexeme to its paradigm.

(Ex. 7)

class PD PC FD FC

won 1 wona wona woru: wone 'go
yaT 2 yai yaye Uo
c9! )

L. coi coye \urite'
biL 3 bi: biye 'give'
hil 4 hila hila hili hile thange'
sat 5 sa:tala sa:ta sa:ti sa:te 'call'

By sening up the verbal lexemes in this way it becomes possible to
write paradigms on the basis of morphophonemic nrles. A form such as
glayana:gu can be parsed on the basis of a rule in the lexical entry for mal
'must'such as the following: t

\a -ayema:gu

\u aT*e(in0 -mal(arx_in0 -:(fin) -gu
Ttris rule then applies to all verbs of class 2 with the stem vow el, a, When
the parser sees the form, grErma:gb the rule directs the pa6er to look in
the dictionary for a lexeme gtaT, WordFonn insures that the lexeme will
be a verb since it permits the sequence

\wdp v inf atx_inf fin agr
where the fint morpheme can only be a verb (v).
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4.2.2 Part-of-sPeech (\Ps)

4.2.2.! Use part-of-speech distinctions to facilitate par$ing. 
\

Wirhrhe introduction of Word Form, Shoebox qan t$l1t ry,*n$"l
ambiguities that do not confoqm to the canonical pan of speegh se{uences

for a language. I will $ye Fwa\exarnplep of the way pdfs of'speech can

help auromate a parse, tri" Aprt inwk; vertal arfixes,',ttlesecon4 parre of

speech in nounsl

a)E:rample Disambiguation of homophonous verb affines:

Consider a Newar verb form such as won-e-ma 'may (he) go!'

Newari has an infinitival suff8 -e and a finite future conjunct suffix -e

both of whictr occur with verbs and a locative suffi:r, -e which occurs with

inanimate nouns. Th€re is a form of the auxiliary mal 'need, must'which is

used for wishes, blessings, and cursings which is homophonous with a

strffix -1a 'plant'. Ttre auxiliary, mal belongs to the set of atxiliaries that

governs the infinitive on the preceding verb and is thus assigRed to the

p"* of spee ch, aux_inf, Ttre atxiliary can follow verbs, the noun suffix

cannot. WordForm is what tells Shoebox that verbs take verb inflection

and not noun inflection, which means that the lingurst does not constantly

need to be resolving ambiguities of the nature by hand in the arnbiguity

dialogue box.
Without WordForm a word such as won-eilta 'may (he) go!'

would have sevgral pa$es (ignoring mood):

L. won (verb, go) -e (case, loc) -mal(atx_inf, 'may) -I (imp)

2. won (verb, 'go) -e (fin, fc) -mal(arx_inf, 'may') -I (imp)

3. won (verb, Eo) -e (infl -mal(au-inf,'may) J (imp)

4. won (verb, 'go) -e (case, loc) qna(clf 'ptanf)

5. won (terb, 'go) -e (fin, fc) -tttfl,(clf 'plant)

6. won (verb, go) -e (inO ry(clf 'plqpt)

With WordForm it is possible to eliminate five of the six

prrcposed ambiguities as spurious for Newari. Of the six part-of-speectl

sequences:

L. v case atx-inf
2. v fin arx-inf
3. v inf aux inf

4.
5.

6.

v
v
v

case clf
fin clf
inf clf
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only pat[brn (3), which appears in bold face;is a legal sequence of
parts of speech fdi Newqry. When the palser looks at wonsna 'may (he)
go', it will generate six ,alternative piuses of the form and then, after
checking with the list:of legal sequences in WordForm will discard dl but
the third option. fire pa$e in such a case is fully automatic.
Automation of thg verb phrase parse on the basis of closed class partof-
speech sequences is a very significant thing in the actual parsing of Newar
texts if the convention of writing atxiliaries solid with their main verbs is

adopted.

b)E>rample Disambiguation of hornophonous noun stems:

i Consider a form like bharyi: Uaughters-in-law'. In this case the

i noun stem, bhau is ambiguous. As an inanimate noun it means bellorrys'.

As an animate noun it means 'cat'. As a kin noun it means 'daughter-in-
law'.

Without WordForrn the following alternative piuses will be
generated:

1. bhau (n, bellows') + -W (pl.h)
2. bhau (na, 'cat') + -p't: (pl.h)

3. bhau (n_kin,'daughter-in-law') + -W (pl.h)

With Word Form it is possible to eliminate all but one of these
parses as spurious. Of the three part-of-speech sequences only the third
will be allowed by WordForm.
1. r1 pl.h
2. na pl.h
3. n_kin pl.h

This example illustrates a principle.l In acnral pr:actice resolving
parsing ambiguities through the part of speech system is far less significant
for speeding up the process for Newar open class noun forms than it is for
verb-auxiliary strings as illustrated in the preci:ding example. In any case

most ambiguities resulting from multiple glosses for open class morphemes
will reur-ain.

4.2.2.2 Restrict parts of speech to rnorphologically defined classes
Parts of speech that have ambiguities resolvable only on the basis

of syntactic or pragmatic information will require disambiguation by hand.

a)Brample Animacy in Pronouns (pffi of speech arnbiguity), Malla
(1985:50) distinguishes four deictic sub-classes of demonstrative:

\.

,i

i
I

I
1

-i
I
I
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frto 'this (speaker proxirqate)'; wo 'that (speaker non-
proximate)'; ama'this (hearer proxlmate)'; and hfr 'that (hearer non-
proximate)'.

All four of these are ambiguous for animacy in the nominative
(the unmarked form) (Hale 1986:nxniii). Ttre ambiguity is resolved for
each of them when they occur with overt case marking. The following
sample illustrates animacy disambiguation in marked forms.

(E"x. 8)
Animate hanimate

Nom

Abl rh6: wo: arne: hir: n5: thulft ulft amaki: Hfr:kt
Gen thwoya woya arneya hir: ya thukiya uklya amak[ya Hfr:k[y

a

If one chooses to distinguish animate from inanimate pronouns by
a part-of-speech distinction, one will be forced to disambiguate the

nominative forms by hand. If one chooses to assign them all to a single
part of speech, the non-ambiguous inanimate pronouns can be

distinguished by a gloss associated with the morpheme -Ici Doing it this
way makes it possible to automate the pronoun pa6es.

b)Example: Pronouns and Demonstratives:
My original rule of thumb for distinguishing demonstratives from

pronouns was that demonstratives precede a noun phrase head and
pronouns are themselves heads. As it has rurned out, the rule of thumb
was not a good one from the parser's percpective, since it gave rise to
ambiguities that required syntactic information for their resolution.
Reflection on the implications of the analysis of the noun phrase given by
U. Kolver (7977) have also convinced me that the distinction between
pronoun and demonstrative may itself be a questionable one for Newari.
Under this rule of thumb the following would be examples of
demonstratives:
(Ex.e)
ch5: tho mhasesa chre: to:te maphuta?

IMlty are you uruble to gtve tq ftis dream? (Tltrd 3.40.02)
that: tho la: senedhfi:kala

Today ttts investnmt fa{led (Thrd 3.43,35)
The following would be examples of pronouns:
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(Ex. 10)

tho jigu lagi ta:dh5:gu hathya kha:

Thts ts abQ, c'-allmge for me. (Tltrd 3.43.21)

fu thau: ire tini ju:gu gha[na kha:

This [s an wmt wlticlt took pkce just today. (Tltrd 3.4t.28)

Shoebox parser reasons for lurnping dernonstratives with
pronouns. The differerlce belween a denronstrative and a protloun on my
the rule of thtunb cannot be autonrated within a word-level rnorpherne
parser because it requires syntactic knowledge as to what co-constituents
there are within the noun phrase.

Deixis:
if, we take deixis as the defining difference between pronouns and

demonstratives (cf. Mardrews 7997:97) we may conclude that for
inanimate and fanriliar pronourls there is no such contrast in Newari. All
inanirnate and anirnate-familiar third persou pronouns participate in the
deictic pattenr of proxirnal vs distal in relation to speaker or addressee. AII
tirst and second persorl pronouns are inherently deictic in that they refer
to speech act participants. Tme, the honorific (and high honorific)
pronouns lack the proximal vs distal contras! (we have only inflected
fonns of wcika: and wospwola (and its many variants)) but it seems

unreasonable to draw the pronoun / demonstrative line of demarcation
between honorifics and non-honorifics. Better to have no line at all.
Doing away with "demonstrative" as a part of speech for Newari seems to
lose us linle or nothing from a linguistic perspective. Certainly the pa6er
works better without it.

4.2.3 Alternative and Underlying forms (\a, \u)
The recommendation for these fields is to build paradigms within

the entries for closed class morphemes to the dxtent possible. Following
this recommendation does not effect the function of the pa6er, it just
reduces the work of setting up the regular paradigms enonnouly. One
example:
(Ex. 11) Past disjunct paradigm built within the affix entry

\lx -a
\ps fin

\a -fr:kala

\u un+k -a(fin)
\a -15:

\u L+a(fin) -n5r
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\ge pd

\a -ala

\u aL+a(fin)
\a -kala

\u u+a(fin)
\a -na

\u n+a(fin)
\a -5:

\u -a -n5:

\a -ta
\u T+a(fin)
\u Y+a(fin)
\a Ja

\u L+a(fin)
\u l+a(fin)
\a -ola

\u ol+a(fin)
\u ol+a(fin)

\a -kala

\u k+a(fin)
\a -tala

\u t+a(fin)
\a -tal5l

\u t+a(fin) -n5:

\a -pala

\u p+a(fin)

Building the paradigm once in the affix entry costs 32 lines. If the
past disjunct form had to be built into each verb stem entry, it would cost
two lines per entry. Since database currently has 856 verbs, the cost for
building the paradigm fof the past disjunct form into each verb stern enury

would come to l7lzlines.

4.2.3 Gloss (\ge)
A single'gloss will automate. If there is more than one gloss it will

always require hand disambiguation. There are times when a list of
different senses or contextual glosses are quite necessary. There are other
times when one gloss will do for all occrurences. The recortmendation is

to limit alternative glosses to the necessary minimum.

4.3 Word Formulas
Ttre major function of WordFonn is to eliminate spurious panes

that violatti consoainB that can be stated in terms of part-of-speech
sequences.

4.3.1 Organize by major categories
WordFonn allows for hierarchical strucftrre which can be very

helpful in making access to the desired line quick and easy. Ttre Newar
parrser cturently makes use of the following primary word categories:

Adjective
Adverb
Atx

Case

Conj
Name

Noun
NumClf
onp

Panicle
Place

Ppsn

Pron

Qnt
Time

Unit
Verb
Voc
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This list is in no way inspirecl. It is sinrply given as the curent
state. It will probably change as the system is further developed

4.3.2 Alphabetize within categories
Having started out with less experierlce than I currently have, I

initially made part-of-speech distinctions that have not contributed
significantly to disarnbiguatiou. hrdeed the part of speech system was

started long before WordFonlr was available. Newari has a potentially
conrplex word structure, so lny WordForrn list consists of more than 600
lines. Alphabetizing lines within each rnajor category is essential to make
things easy to find, and to avoid duplication.

4.3.3 Flat lists are easier to maintain
I have refrained from using the available abbreviatory

convertrious (parentheses to enclose optional constitutents, general

categories to cover lower level categories which have identical
distributions) because I found a flat list easier to maintain at my stage of
developntent. Once I have a good analysis of word sffucture I will clean up
my WordForm list and I expect it to become much shorter.

5. Key Parsing strategy recommendations
5. L Build paradigrns in closed class entries

If the entire paradigm of each verb in Newari were implemented
in the dictionary ennry for that verb, the dictionary would eventially get
very large. Paradigms associated with the bound forms following the main
verb generally works and greatly reduces the number of forced pa6es ttrat
must be associated with main verbs. To a smaller extent the same is true
for nouns. Most of what is required for automating parsing for noun
agreement and inflection can be set up on the bound forms.

S.zlimit parts-of-speech to properties of morphemes within the
parsed word.

Part-of-speech distinctions based on properties of other words in a
construction cannot be autornated. Syntactically defined parts of speech

can be automated if the morpheme itself cannot belong to more than one
part of speech.
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5.3 Limit the variety, ofopen class parts of speech to the minirnum.
Paradigm building in Newari involves the extensive use of

morphophonemic alternation in forced pa6es. Every bifurcation of an

open class that must be mentioned in such forced parses doubles the

number of forced parses.
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Ideophones in Chepang:
Their Nafure and Sub-Categorisation

Ross Caughley

The Chepang language of South-Central Nepal has a large number of
words of the category oftqn called onomatopoeia or onomatopoeic adverbs. In
Chepang there are at least 1,200 lexical items which are of this type, more than
15% of the total lexical inventory (8,000). The majority of these forms are not

sound imitative, but rathpr relate to visual impact, so the term 'onomatopoeic

is not really appropriatei Hence the use of the alternative term 'ideophone'.

Other terms used are. 'phonaesthetic forms', 'expressives'

Features of this class of words that have been noted include:
a. common use of reduplication or partial reduplication
b. phonemes, or phoneme clusters that are not found in other categories

c. a tendency to be absent from more formal, less emotive speech.

d. some correlation between the sound (or forrn) of the word and the object
referred to-more common for id;cphones than for words of other categories.

They are often acconpanied by a special affix or clitic (cornrnonly a speech

concluder'saying', in such a way') which set them apart from other adverbs

Chepang is, of course, not unique in having such forms, in fact there are a
large number recorded for Nepali (see B. M. Dahal, 1970; Pokharel, 1993) but
it is certainly rich in the nurnber and variety that do occur" In previous
papers I have discussed some of the more unusual features of Chepang
ideophones, including the relation of vowels to the size of the object being
described. In this paper I want to look at the different fypes of ideophone that
occur in Chepang, and to categorise them according to their syntax, as well as

their phonological shape and semantic function. Also I will look at the
relationship of ideophones as a linguistic category to the more regular speech

categories of noun, verb, adjective and adverb.

Identification of ideophones in Chepang
Ideophones, as a class in this language, are fairly easily distinguished

from other categories, including adverbs in the following ways:

a. Reduplication is of a difterent type from that found with verbs, though
the function is similar. For verbs it is the vowel only which is repeated (once),

while for ideophones it is the whole final syllable which may be repeated a
number of times.

Gipan, Vol:2, 2002, pp. 16-24
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Veftal tyop* drip tyopo- be dripping
Ideophone dyaya dyayayayd ...writhing movement (as of a snake)

b. They often have polyqyllabic roots, in contrast to the normal
monosyllabic adjective, nCIun and verb roots. However they do not use a

unique phonemes or phoneme clusters (in contrast to feature b. above).

c. Ideophones are normaltry followed by the enctritic -tA'such, in such a

way', though thero is a subclass which appears to not taks this morpheme.

The set of non-ideophonic adjectival or adverbial roots is, in fact, very small
indeed - the only important ones are ?anei 'much*and biiJei 'a little', with
the function of adverbs (and adjectives) being carried out normally by words
derived from what are syntactically verb roots, or by ideophones (see

Appendix, 3.)
For example the attributive verb root jok* "fast,vigorous' can be

used as an adverb or adjective in the following ways:
Adverb ?ow? j ok. to j yal . ?a He went away fbst/in a vigorous

manner. (where * t o is a regular verb suffiix with a Perfective function.

Adjective ?ow? j ok . ?o mantd , le ? He is a vigorous person.

An ideophonic adverb, corresponding approxirnately to those would
be the wsrd phifi given above, as in:
Ideophonic ?ow? phifi.te jyaJ.?a 'He got away quicklylgot clean

away,

Types of ideophone
Because they are so many in number it is not surprising that this class

of words has it own subcategories, each with their own phonological and

syntactic rules. Subcategories of ideophones in Chepang may be defined in
various ways.

Semantic Function
Ideophones in ary language are closely connected with impact of the

senses (especially aural and visual) on the emotions. It is for this reason that
written literature tends to not include them
Chepang ideophones fall into three major classes sernantically:

sound-imitative
visual imitative
other - especially mental/emotive

Sound Imitative
Sound-imitative ideophones form, in fact a relativley small class. Examples

are: kryat sound of tearing ndy kryat*te krdtna ? the cloth rips
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kawryak sound ol splitting pJukcyufi sound of something plopping

into water (as of a frog jumPing in)
Mental , Emotive bodily state These refer to emotions (eg deslolate) and

mental state (restless)

?os. tok. rofi dismal and empty ?ow? kin ?os, tok. rofi-te ha. to
The house was dismal and empty. ?ele bheLei confused

?ela bhele-te say?nasd He felt confused

Visual Imitative
This is a very Large class, something which is in line with the lexical

Wpology of Chep ang. Languages differ in the way they divide up and label

cognitive space. Chepang is particularly shape and movment oriented, not

function oriented. In other words actions are more likely to be covered by a
single lexeme if they are similar in the type of movement or visual appearance

involved, rather than because of similar function. A few of the many instances

are:

tyuyh- curved and pointed, taper off (of flow)

chyah- flatten soil, rinse (rice) food offhands
prdyh- swim (human), play flute, speak' (all of which involve the flapping

of various appendages) in contrast to satr- swim (fish)

Two examples where the function is similar but the action (and hence

the lexeme) diflers arc: dyawH- 'dig (human, with an instrument)' and

hwdrh- 'dig (animal, with forepaws)'.

Visual-imitative expressions may be divided into two subclasses,

representing movement and static images respectively.

Movement
In the first of these subclasses are words like phifi 'take off like a

rocket/get away smartly' where the plosive initial represents the sudden take off
and the continuant final the more gradual disappearance into the distance.

Another example is pyol oJ oJ o where the repeated syllables

represent a trotting motion (as of a jackal). In neither case is any sound

necessarily involved, rather the sound pattern of the word reflects the visual

pattern of movement.

Static
In the second subclass are expressions like qruqu thugru which

represents the visual impression of (people) crouched or huddled around food

or a fire.
Static Contrastive
fia , cya ? fie . cd ? sit upright (two large persons)

fii . ci ? fia . cya? 'sit upright (one small, one large)

I-
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where the contrast in vowels repesents the contrast in siz,e

Vowel Gradation
The vowel position indicates something of the size of the object

describod., as for Sunwar and Nepali @ahal 1970, Schultze 1987, Caughley
reeT)
pyulul uLu -te wah. na?'(The marten) trots off.'
pyoloJoJo -te wah. na? '(The jackal) trots off.'
pyalalaJa -te wah. na?'(The deer) trots off.'
and
.fii . ci ?-ta cyufi ? . na ? 'He sits upiight (very small person)

fiu . cyu ? te cyufi ? . na ? 'He sits upright (small person)

fio. cyo? te cyufi?. na? 'He sits upright (medium-szied person)

fia . cya ? te cyufi ? . na ? 'He sits upright (large person)

Repetition, reduplication
As far as repetition is concerned, one subclass repeats as a whole,

usually to indicate continued movement. An example of this ts Hdmhel-l., as

in:
yonpay Hdnheil i Hdnhail i Hdnhdl i te wahnal{ The bear lumbers

along.
Another subclass reduplicates only the last syllable, as in:

wdyJapay pyulul-uLutd wahnaH The marten trots along.
yu ?pay ki I i I i te grJyufihna ? venture out (mouse)

Many of this class appear to have restricted reduplication, with the
root-final syllable repeated only once (such as for ki I i I i in the example

above . This is particularly the case where continuous repetion of movement is
not in focus.

Rhyming
Some ideophones are formed with apafu of words in which the second

of the pair is the same as the first, but with one consonant or vowel changed.
These are rhyming ideophones,as in:
Hdhrdn ddhrdnvery thirBty, gadya badya struggling

Co-ordination
Some words in the class of ideophones are pairs that may be joined by

the normal conjunctive suffix -rndr ds f or HeJe bhel6'in:
He. Jd-na bhele-ffi sayHnafisd I feel confused.

iI
t;
ii
I

j
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i
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This appears to be in fact a way of emphasising equivalent to
something like'I feel ua. Je and I feel bheld', though of course the two
parts of the rhyming pair do not have independent meaning

Adjectival modification
Some subclasses of ideophone may be preceded by an attributive verb

root) normally one referring to colour. This adds an overlay of colour to the
basic meaning of the onomatopoiec,word. Only static visual ideophones can be

modified in this way. An example is. fia. cyaH 'sit upright' used with gaf
'black', as in:
gal fiacyaHte jafihHakani They (the gods) made him black and sitting
upright
yar- (na) ghoy ghoy. td Yellow and drooping/hanging
Note that the colour adjective may also be followed by the conjunctive sffix
nd r again probably for emphasis.

Emphatic
One set of ideophones ends in the qyllable I d. Examples are

krenday " Jei neat, tyofikam. le wavy (hair),

?efigray. le impressj-ve, dttractive
There are about 15 words in this set, almost all of which have to do with

(attractive) appearance. The I e may be an old form of the present nominal
and verbal referential emphatic I e?

Attributive nouns
Closely related to ideophones a class of words that might be termed

'attributive nours', since they are neither true nouns nor true adjectives. Their
occurrence is restricted almost entirely to the complement of
equative/descriptive clauses :

Howpay kramaLa'He is a fat (person)'.

Howpay krumu. Jufi: 'She is a small-jointed (person)'.

Words of this class do not normally ocour before nouns (as do
adjectives), nor after adjectives (as do nouns). They usually occur only once in
a discourse, since they are used to introduce a partrcipant with a particular
graphii'description. They also differ from true noun and adjective roots in that
usually they have more than one syllable-in fact in form they are more like
onomatopoeic words . However they are not followed by -te. Occasionally,
however, they are clearly relatable to noun and verb roots, as with:
no.lok 'deaf person' (from no'ear', plus lok 'distant')



There is something similar to this class of word in EngtJ:Hlflfii
are: ragamuffin, riff-raff, bricabrac and so on. These words also are irot
usually preceded by adjectives (unless these are virtually redundant, as in 'a
dirtly litfle ragamuffin' - but not '?A redheaded ragamuffin'). And they are
not usually repeated in a discourse.

Shared Roots
Some ideophone roots are also verb roots, some are also noun roots, one or

two are shared by all three classes.

Summary
The different types of ideophone can be shown as follows:

IDEOPHONE CLASSES
Semantic

class Type
Sound Visual

Static Motion
Mental/Emo
tional
Other

Non-
reduplicating

kryat
tearing
kawryak
splittine

j haJ . yak
fine-looking
kL o kont ore
unstable

?emheli ?im
he1 i
lumber (bear)

Rhyme
Repeated

Contrast

grrigri thigi
crouching

fiici fiacya?
Sit up (one small,
one lare6)

gefi tefi
pouring

?elii bhe
le sad
hmdkd hm
iiyldni
fragrant

Free

Reduplicative
Restricted

geidtidiidei
cattle

movrng jharara sheam
(sun's rays)

pyofoJoLo
trot (iackal)

kiJiti
venture out

Emphasised
by -te

tyofikamJd wavy
(hair)
torkam. Le
circular

rtunj ayJ d
unhappy

Nominal krumuJ ifi
small-jointed
kramaLok
laree-ioin ted
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The class of ideophones in Chepang is both large, and, to b certain
degree, complex. It has in fact its own 'minigrilmmar, with co-ordination,
modification, emphaticsj and so on.. Languages such as Chepang are an
exception the widesprea4 belief that onomatopoeic forms are relatively few in
number and that they do not form part of the system of language. For
Chepang, and for other languagos, they are an important part of the lexicon -
speech would be very dull without them! As well this Chepang contradict the
notion that there is no relationship between the sound of a word and the object

it signifies. Ideophones, as well as verbs, may indicate the size of an object

referred.
There is also a class of lexical items , what I have called 'attributive

nouns' which are neither true adjectives nor nouns. In their phonological

shape they are like ideophones, but they do not take the ideophone clitic
te nor do they modiff veqbs.

Co-ordinate ?eld . ma niala sad

hndkd-ma hndyldni fragant

toro-ma torkanLd nicely circular

Colour du di I i bi I i red raging fire
'and' co-ord. yar-ma qhoygrhoy yellow and drooping

Contrast fiici fiacya? Sit up (one small, one large)

1 Chepang Phonemes
CONSONAI\ITS Lab

Plosives: Voiceless

Voiced

Fricatives

Nasals

Lateral
Trill
Semivowels

VOWELS:

Close
Close-mid
Open-mid
Open

Appendix

Dental Postalveolar

t c (Affricate)
d j (Affricate)

s
n
l
r

v
Front Central Back Rounded

u

Velar Glottal

H

h

k
g

fi

p
b

m

W

7

e oe
a

\
It
I

1

I

I
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Note: The chart shown above is based on the simplest analysis of the
consonants. In this view a[ consonants (except s and Il carrr combine with h
to give aspirated forms (with voiceless plosives), breathy forms (with voiced
plosives), or partly voiced (all continuants). In the Eastern dialect an h next to

a continuant represents a partly voiced phone. That is, /hm/ (syllable initial) is

lmcn] and /nh/ (qyllable final) is [mma]. In the Western dialect a continuant
plus h syllable intial represents a breathy syllable, for example, lnhe/ rs

phonetically [mnnJ. The conrbination lyh/ rs sometimes realised as a fronted

velar or palatal fricative [cJ, especially before a voiceless affrieate c I as in
[pactsal payh. cd'Let us two go'.

The glottal plosive is not usually realised as a fully articulated plosive;
but rather as glottal tension accompanied by a high/high-falling tone @astern
dialect), or mid-falling (Western dialect).

2 Nepali ldeophones'
jrhya kkei e*ictly, just
jhilik (milik) twinkling, flashing
bafigro( y ifigo), jreCihoneCiho bent,crooked
Ona * *ne k ke abundant blossom
ohor (o) Oohor (o) go back& forttr
Vowel Gradation (Dahal,lg7l) Have the gradation: least (intense)

yifr (+ Reduplication) sound of small bell'
yefi 1+ Reduplication) 'slightly louder sound of bell'
jiin (+ Reduplication 'bigger sound of bigger bell'
tyafi (+ Reduplication) 'louder, higher pitched bell'
twafi 1+ Reduplication) 'loudest (as heard from very near) sound of bell'

3 Chepang Adverbs anq Adjectives
Adverbs ?and much heLe a little ?ahre useless

Adjectives ?ay old rdv new

4 ldeoahones and Verb
a. brafr. te jhya. na?. cd They drum beat in unison. Ideophone

brafr. to. Je? t] t? Verb
b .. tiki ? . te "kleyh . nilv Break off small pieces. Ideophone

iki? . nilv tt Verb

c. kfrm. ta j eyk. ?a. kan Crunch! He bit it. Ideophone

kfrm.,?a. kan He crushed it. Verb
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5 .Ideophones and Nouns
B. blefi . dhefi . td ?en. na?

bLefi
bLefi. ja bLefi. j i

lie flat on back (child)
fold, side of valley
rough, uneven (ground)

Ideophone

Noun
Attributive noun
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Choosing a Gurung Orthography for a New
Dictionary

Warren Glover

Ptans to publish a comprehensive Gu:rung-Nepali-English dictionary
inborporating data from differint authors and compilers necessitate decisions
on how to write Gurung, both in Devandgari and in roman script, The

dictionary will thus present a recommended speltingfor Gurung in both scripts.

In the coming' year, TBSS is preparing to publistt a comprehensive
dictionary of Gurunglara. The publication of a didionary for a language
community is an important recognition of the value of the language - to its own
speakers, to the academic community, and to the nation where it is spoken.
Different audiences seek different kinds of information in a dictionary and it is
difficult for a publisher to meet att expectations. The two major reader
expectations of a bitingual (or trilingrul) dictionary are the ability to understand
and learn words in Gurung, and the desire to preserve Gurutg words as spoken
in different areas. As part of the language development of Gunrng, the
dictiorury also seeks to represent the current practice and decision of
community members on how to write their language. /

1. PnevpusLy puBLrsHED Gunuruc DIcTToNARTES

In 1976, Deu Bahadur Gunrng my wife, and I prepared a GurungNepali-
English dictionary with Nepali-Gurung index. This publication (Gurung,
Glover, & Glover 19'16) presented the English words in both Devanagari and
roman scripts,"with the purpose of serving as a pronunciation gurde to English
for Gunrng readers.

In 1977 , we published a fuller edition of the dictiontr!, all in roman script
except for a reprinting of the Nepali-Gurung index (Glover, Glovet, & Gunmg,
1977). fire introductory sections and appendices are all written in English. Both
editions of the dictionary represented the speech of Ghachok village in the
western (I(aski) dialect of Gunrng.

A prolific author in Gunrng lexicography and curlture hag been Shri
Dillijung Tamu (Gurung), from Dharapani VDC in n{anang district. His
publications include a tritingual dictionary (DJ Gurung 2Q52 [AD 1995J), in
which Gurung words Ne presented in both Devanagart and roilum script. The
foreword and preface are both in the Nepali language. Dillijung notes the

difiEculty of representing uqfr (tone, tune) in Devanagari script: ?fg rTfqflTf q$t

Gipaq Yol:2, 2002,pp. 25-38
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Trffi E{lf 3T{ !fr,T Trqql ('In the Gurung language, one word can carry tens

of meanings.') He discusses dialect variation in the Gunurg language (citing the

wdl-known examples of 'cap' and 'tomorrow' having variant forms: $.t, rlEgi,

IFI and 1TTIT, rf;TT respectively), but gives no indication in this work of which

area particular words come from. By contrast, in the manuscript Dillijung has

recenfly contributed to Shri Tamu Bauddha Sewa Samiti (TBSS) for the
fortlrcoming publication, he has identified the location of some local variants.

Dr Rem Bahadur Gurung has compiled and edited a dictionary (RB
Gurung 1998), working with a team of compilers (including Dilhjung Tamu)
and advisors. The introduction .is written both in Nepali and in Gurung, the
latter in upper case roman script. The dictionary lists Gurung words in an upper
case roman script, using various diacritical marks to distinguish contrasts such
as nasalization, stress, aspiration, and length in vowels and retroflexion in
consonants. (the qualities of stress and aspiration have been described by
others as accent or high tone, and breathinesss, respectively.) In the dictionary
listing, the-roman Gurung word is followed in parentheses by a Devanagari
spelling. The dictionary marks many words with the district of usage (Manang,
Kaski, Lamjung, etc).

By contrast with Dillijung's work, Rem Bahadur includes many words
borrowed from Nepali, such as 3{tF[ 'surprised', 34q1q 'chutney', Sfg€[ 'office',

3{EffiH 'law-coutr', and 3Tt}]-qffi 'authority' on the first page alone. It is

unquestionably true tlnt everyday Gurung speech includes many loan words
from Nepali, English, Hindi, Urdu, and other langrrages, but the purposes of a
Gurung-Nepali-English dictionary are probably best served by excluding loan
words unless there has been significant change in pronunciation or meaning
from the source language of the loan.

2. DnrccrcoNstDERATtoNS
The most detailed study of Gurung dialects is the work by Glover &,

Landon (1980) based on extensive field work in 1975. The major dialects
identified in that work were Eastern (Lamjung-Gorkha-Tanahun), Western
(Kaski-Parbat), and a less clearly distinguished Southern (Syangia). To these
must be added a Northern (Manang) dialect.

As noted above, more recently published Gurung dictionaries have tended
to indicate when a word's usage is restricted to a particular district or region,
and the dictionary to be published by TBSS will follow this trend. This is a
practical recognition of the rich variation in the Gurung language across central
Nepal, and some authorities see documentation of this variation as a major
purpose of the dictionary @r Harka Gurturg, personal communication). It must
be recognised, though, that detailed and accurate identification of word
geography is a manrmoth task and will not be completed within this publication.
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3. SpeuuNc coNvENTroNs
3.1 Ghoice of Script 1ftfr)

There is considerable on-going discussion within the Gunrng community
on how to write their language, and an orttrogaphy conference is planned for
January 2002. A major issue to be addressed there is "What script should be
used for writing the Gunmg language?" I will list a few options.

3.1.1 efi frfr (khemaa lipi) - a unique Gurung script?
Iman Singh Chemjong (1967) reported the Gunurg legend that at the time

of creation of the different ethnic groups each group was given a script to use

for their language - but the Gunrng representative was careless, and lost the
script entrusted to him! So, Gunurg writers have had to make do with somebody

else's script. Thus, the religious texts of the indigenous Gurung officiants (pucu
and klebbri) are in an old form of the Gurung language but ire written in
Devanagari.

In recent times, Bal Narisingh Gurung and Prahlad Gurutg (1,997) have

advocated using ffi frfr. This 'Khemaa script' is similar to Devanagari, but

distinct from it presumably constructed in an effort to create a uniquely
Gurung script for the Gurury language, and rectiff the carelessnbss of the
Gurturg ancestor. However, inventing and propagating a new script is a major
economic undertaking, involving as it does not only the production of literature
but the training of teachers for lakhs of Gurung people. While possessing a

script of their own may fulfill a felt need of some Grirung people, others argue
pragmatically for either Devanagari or roman at the present time (see 3.1.3 and
3.1.4 below), recognising that if Khemaa hpi becomes well-developed and
established it will be possible to ftansfer materials to that script at a later date.

3.1.2 Tibetan script?
Because G.unmg is linguistically close to Tibetan, ffid because of the

cultural and religious links with Tibet, I have heard suggestions of adapting the
Tibetan script for Gururg. The Tibetan script is seen.as most appropriate for
Gunmg by some who have studied in monasteries in Tibet.

Certainly the use of Tibetan scnpt is the preference of many language
groups in the northern border regions in Nepal, but the question then arises of
whether to use simply Tibetan letters to represent vetnacular sounls, or to use

the very complicated Tibetan spelling conventions for writing vernacular words
that are recognised as cognate with Tibetan

In addition to this controversy on how to write other languages in Tibetan
scripq there ,is the problem that only a very small percentage of Gurung are

literate in Tibetan. So the educational and economic challenge of introducrng

i
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Tibetan script for Gurung would be almost as great as for a new unique Gurung
script.

3.1.3 Devanagari script?
In discussion at an orthography workshop held 19-21 November 2001 at

the National Resource Centre for Non-Formal Education in Kathmandu, it was

noted that the Llse of Devanagari script for Gurung has the following clear

advantages:
1. Transfer to reading Gurung will be easy for the many Gurung people

already literate in Nepali.
2. It will be compatible and cohesive with Nepal's national education system.

The curriculum developrnent authority of His Majestv's Government is
reported to approve textbook development for minority languages of Nepal
only in either their own unique script-(e.g. Limbu), or else in the national
script of Nepal. Devanagari (DJ Gurung, personal communication)" Thus,
there has been a delay in the publication of textbooks prepared in roman
script by the Gurung committee.

3" If Gunrng is written in Der,snsgilfi script, Gurung literature is more easily
accessible to zrny educated person in Nepal.
The discussion group noted also a disadvantage of Devanagari script, in

that it is not really acceptable to add new diacritics or additional symbols.
Hence the scnpt is inadequate for mzrrkrng tone distinctions. (For the same
reason it is arlso inadequate for representing additional vowels or consonants in
sonle other langruges of Nepal, but that is not a problem for writing Gurung.)

3.1 .4 Roman script?
Rertt Bahadur Gurung lists five reasons for prefernng roman script

(1998:iii, xiii). rvith some comrrlents zrdded here in brackets.
1. Britrsh and Indian Gurkhas return to Nepal knowing roman script well.
2. Nowada),'s. children learn to read and write English in school and so

wherever in the world they live they cilrl easily read zurd write their own
lamguage in ronrul script [convenient for using the Internet and email for
GurungJ.

3. Since nowadays throughout the world all nbws, trade, and technology
matters use roman script, it will be convenient to use roman script in
Gurung trade and education [the use of r,tman script for Indonesian and
Malay is cited in supportJ.

4. In all langrrages of the world, using roman script is convenient for marking
phonetic contra,sts in words [some of which are difficult to mark in
Devanagari, as noted above].

5. Writing Gurung in roman script can be an example for national
development.
To these reasons, we can add another:
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6. If Gurung is written in roman scripq Gurrmg literatrne is more easily
accessible not just to people in Nepal but to international scholars.

3.1.5 Toward a decision
Decisions need to be made to guide the editors of the TBSS dictionary that

is in preparation. The current plan is to use both Devanagari and roman script
in the entries continuing, to offer readers the choice of script. The vast
majority of literate Gurung people can read the Devana gari script and either
already know how to read roman or desire to learn it. To use any other script,
such as Tibetan or Khemaa, would impose a gteat learning challenge for all
except a very few. The forttrcoming TBSS dictionary will therefore list the
Gurung words firstly in Devanagart spelling with a roman spelling following in
parentheses. The entries will be arranged according to strict Devana gan
alphabetical order.

3.2 Spelling Gurung words in Devanagari and roman
There are several decisions to be taken in order to standardise spelling. For

each topic, I will describe the system proposed for the TBSS dictionary, and
also various options to be considered.

3.2.1 Gonsonants
The consonants required for Gurung form a subset of the Deverna gart

syllabary and the Devahagari consonant symbols are quite satisfactory for
Gurung. For roman scripl Table I gives a comparison of the systems of RB
Gurung (1998) and DJ Gurung (1995) with the TBSS proposal.

Table l. Consonants in roman
Dev'ngri svmbol RBG (1998) DJG (lees) TBSS ltroposal

s' KA ka ka

€ KHA kha kha

T GA ga ga

Et GHA gha

g NGA n! nga

q CHA cha cha

R CHHA chha chha

ET JA ja ja
rfi' JHA jha

z TA ta Ia
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6 t'He tha tha

-{9 DA da 4a

6 DHA dha dha

iT TA ta ta

E THA tha tha

Dev'ngri svmbol RBG (1ee8) DJG (lees) TBSS proposal

E DA da da

E DHA dha dha

;T NA na na

g PA pa pa

xF' PHA pha pha

Er BA ba ba

rT BHA bha
q MA ma ma

1

q YA ya ya

T RA ra ra
q LA la la

Et WA wa wa

1!I SA sa SA

a HA ha ha

Aspirated consonants .are written with the customary [h], and the

voiceless affricates /T, R/ are written with the popular transliteration of /cha,

chha/, not the normal linguistic usage of lc, cW. Retroflexed consonants are

marked with a subscribed dot. Actually, Gurung has very'few, if any, voiced
reffoflex stops ( g, B ) other than in loan words from Nepali, but the voiceless

retroflex stops (2, 6) do occur (e.g. (fr tR6] rTlrd/ 'tumpline'; 619

[tha:gu1 &Of 'eldest son'). Diacriticat marks are often overlooked, and left out

so an alternative which avoids diacritics is to use capital letters for the
retroflexed sounds, thus [D(6, Ttra:gu], but using capiAls this way can look
stmnge.

The Dwanagari palatal and retroflexed nasal symbols (q, ET) are not

required in Gunurg, ffid only one sibilant H is required - the other two symbols
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in Devanagari (Yf, q) are not used. Phonetically, Gurung has a second

(alveopalatal) series of sibilant and affricates (5, 6, 6o, dZ, d*), but it is
analysed phonemically (Glover 1974:xxi) as clusters of the apicoalveolar series

with y: thus fr ts6] fffry 'three', Fff' [syo] l$qilstream'; ? [ch6] rcfr1

'he/she/it, that'; t4 [chy6] qqil 'expression of disgust'; dq [chhobal lffil
'fat'; eqlq [ch]ryobal /sTfeg/ 'to halt'.

A phonetically unusual consonant in the northern dialects of Gurung is a
voiceless lateral fricative tt] in several words. For a nunrber of reasons
(phonemic patterning, phonetic realization in some dialects as [kU, and
comparison with cognate words in Tamdng and Tibetan), the sound is
interpreted phonemically as the sequence lW and is written ffi, as in mfr tknl
/frC/ 'snow', ireET tklxd:] rrilQl 'ox', Er"'il tklxo] fdr&'place'.

3.2.2 Vowels
It is in the vowel system that Gurung diffOrs most from Nepali, and that

there are a number of issues that need to be addressed, therefore, in how to write
Gurung.

Six vowels: RB Gunmg (1998:lorii) posits five vowels for Gurung and
also a contrastive feature of length. My analysis of Gurung phonology (Glover
1974:xix-xx) ilgues that the length confiast is very rile except with the central
vowel, where one finds numy contrasts between [aJ and [a:J, such as in qT

[lam] ftr$/ 'does'; q. [la;mJ frar$el 'heats'. I suggest that the Gurung

language is in ransition from a five to a six vowel system, probably influenced
by Nepali, which has a similar six vowel system /% s{f, E, g, q, sil/.

The 'length' contrast between 3[ and 3tI is neutralised word finally. We

urite the short form on monosyllables, s in H [sal fff&l 'earth', and the long

form elsewhere; as in tqf [nema:J E$/ bird'. The verb negative prefix is

written consistently 3IT- [a:-J.
Recognising this phonological shift to six vowels leads to a simpler

representation for Gurung vowels in Devanagfii script, enabling us to dispense,
for practical purposes, with the lenglh contrast. The lenglh contrast still has to
be marked in ronum on la/. Cunenfly the TBSS dictionary uses a colon
following as [a:J. This ilroans a lot of colons in ttrq middle of ,Gurung words,
which is not aesthetically pleasing and alternativBs need to be considered.
Another possibility is to use a geminate vowel laat, which avoids bring a
nonalphabetic symbol into the word. A common usage is a macron (line over
the vowel) but, as with all diacritical marks, there is a daqger of the macron
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being omitted iru writing or typing. There is also.danger of confusion with the

tilde marking nasalizutGrr, ana ut*o the unworkable situation of having three

diacritics on the one vowel - nasal tilde, leng1h rnacron, and acute accent for

stressiaccent, as in dq [kh6ba] f${3/ 'to be able'!

Diptethsng: An important syltable nucleus in Gurung is the diphthong

/ae/ (phoneticdly [ee]). tn earlier materials in Devanagari Gunrng, including

RB Gunrng (lggs) and the translation of my introduction to the Gurung

ranguage, published by Royal Nepal Academy in vqq* (Glover 199?), the

diphthong is represented as two syllables: Tr( [saEJ lTffil 'mind', E'q [kae]

riq{/ ,voice,, 6.q [kael lqrfr/ 'cooked rice'. But testing in literacy classes has

shown it better to write the diphthong with a single syrnbol, thus ti, *, +'

Using this /ail symebotr of Devanagari inuoduces a mild conflict, as ill Nepali

that vowel represonts a different glide, [ai]"
Nasalizatimm is very eommon on a}l Gurung voweLs, except that it occurs

on /s{/ only in loan words from Nepali, e.g. 3rrrf, [agal] /3{r{*rm/ 'famine'.

The TBSS dictionary follows the usual Nepali convention of writing

nasalization in Devanagari with two allographs * anusvara on l3T or if there is

another upper diacntie present, and chandrabindhu elsewhere. * [to] /6rg

qffi7 'bone marrow'" tq [theba] /{fq1 'to put'; $ ?-6]e [ku txdba]

fftqrq €/ 'to urinate'; e-de [kw6:ba] firg* W'to step'.

In roman script, difflerent authors have used a variety of systeffis, as-shown

in Table 2 below" I trave proposed the common linguistic usage of a titde wer

the vowel, as in the examples above. An alternative would be (sirnilar to RS

Gurung lggg) to write AI/ after the vowel, thus avoiding e diacritical mark.

with this conrrention, and using 'aa' for w[ to avoid either the colon or maeron

for length, the exarnples of ttre previous paragraph would be written toN

,marrow,, theNba 'to put', kuN DroNba 'to urinate', kwaaNba 'to step'.

Breathiness is my terrn for the quality of words that RK Sprigg (1997)

labels as reglster t*ne Z. Rts Guruug (199S:xxii] calls it 'aspirated vowels''

There is general agreemeril on writing this feature in Dwanagari by € conjoined

with the consomnnts preeeding the breathy vowetr. xn roman scripf I havr

transliterated this € as 'x* (to distinguish it firom the normal consonantal 'hu, and

also from ths ,h, marking the very different phonetic quality olan aspirated

conson*q, -* ;* =tr- tkouul /ru/ 'to meet', r* [mxi] 5q'fi"{T/ 'person',

=611d o, qryf fi*xyurha] gffid7 '66 wing out'. I chose 'x' beeause of its

value as a velar frieative in phonetic qyrnbolisatioq but 'x' ill Englistl

pronunciatimn is {*ta11y differcnf from breathiness of a vowel, rnakimg for &
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rather strange look to roman Gurung. To avoid the clash, one suggestion has

been to write the breathy vowels with 'h' following. The previous examples

would then be wriuen [tohba, mih, cyuhrbal 
"

Accent (or high tone)r is my tenn for what Sprigg has called contour tone
B (1997:451) and RB Gurung (1998:uii) calls stress. It is contrastive only on
word level, not just the vowel or qyllable, and ss needs to be rnarked only on the
initial qyllable, but it affects the pitch contour of the word. I propose use of
acute accent in roman script to mark stress/accent, and in Devanagari script to

follow RB Gurung's use of t fA and s ttl in clear accented words, and E til
and 3 tu] in clear unaccented words. .Tn the breathy group, the unaccented

words are lower in pitctU and the accented ones have a rising pitch and sound

often close to the mid pitch level of clear unaccented. So I propose to use t tf:
and s [ri] in breathy unaccented words, and Y til and 3 lui in accented

breathy.

For other vowel qualities ( 3T 3TT q sil t ) there is no distinction available

in the Devanagari script, but it turns out, happily, that the heaviest functional
load (frequency of contrast) of accent on vowels occurs with ltl and /u/, as in:

Acceqted Unacce4ted

e'6f tkfil /tr$/ 'snow' frffi [kh] rfw"l 'faeces';

qq" tkyri] fffil 'water' Tg tkyul or a'€ tkxydl ltey 'sheep';

fr trf] /st€'y 'oye' tr tnfl rTrrv 'name'

t54 [cxriba] /EF3/ 'to set up' EFr lcxuba] ffir€T ffi/'to assemble'.

' It is notoriously true in Gurung experience that the 'tune' of
words varies from place to place throughout the Gurung area.

There are significant differences between the Eastern (Lamjung,
Tanahun, Manang, and Gorkha districts) and Western (Parbat,

llaski, Syangja districts) dialects with regard to breathiness, and

even more so within the Kaski district alone with regard to accent,

or pitch. The accent marked in the TBSS dictionary will represent

Ghachok village dialect of Kaski distriet (Glover, Glovet, &
Gurung 1977), except where contributors have a different
marking. In practical Devanagari orthography, the accent is often
left unmarked.
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Table 2. vowels in roman and
RBG

(1 ee8)
DJG

(1ees)
TBSS proposal Options Example words

(Ghachok
dialect)

Vowel
quality

Tonal
group

qq
\9

kdbu'slug'
ka Clear

accented
k6
4'

ka
q.

ka
q.

q1ilq'

kawiba 'stutter'

Clear
unaccented

KA
4.

16

br6 'needle'

Breathy
accented

kx6
E6

keh

(-,FT

braE'hunting
bow'

Breathy
unaccentpd

KA# kxa
E6

kah

I(A:
4-r

k6:
q,T

kad or
a'-

ka
{dfq

khi:ba 'to be

able'

ka: Clear
accented

q-TTIT

ka:gI'uncle'

Clear
unaccented

KA
q't

I(a

6T
ka:
4'I

kaa or
I(a

Breathy
accented

I(A:
q6T

kxri:
4d[

kxa6 or
kxa or

karih or
kah

$6fq

Ixri:ba'to shake'

Breathy
unaccented

K4
46r

I(ana
q16r

kxa:
edr

kxaa or
kxa or

kaah or
I 

-iI(an

clf,'l Gf

lxa:ba 'to drive
out'

ki Clear
accented

KI
ffi

ki
ffi

kee fl"f
liba 'to finish'

Clear
unaccented

KI
f*.

ki
fr-

ki
f6

TT{ FET

khi lxo 'dog year'

Breathy
accented

KI
ea

kxf
f+a

kih or
kxee or

keeh

IilA

kxr thatch'

q6r

kxi'you'

Breathy
unaccented

KI
r{€

keehi
frE

kxi
Efr

kih

Vowel
quality

Tonal
group

RBG
(1ee8)

DJG
(lees)

TBSS proposal Options Example words
(Ghachok
dialect)

s
e\.

kit 'nine'

ku Clear
accented

KU
EF"

rt\

koo
4'6.

kti
q'

l\

koo

I

i

I

l
L

I
I

\
I

I

+
i
(

I

t
!
i
I
i
I

L
a

I
I\
{
I
Ii

J

i
i
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Clear
unaccented

KU
4-\)

ku
6-$

ku

s
s

ku 'chest'

Breathy
accented

KU
q(

kxt
EE

klilr or
kxoo or

kooh

Egq

lxriba 'to churn'

Breathy
unaccented

KU
TE

kuhu
q,6
\59

kxu
E(

kuh w
lxuba'to
overflow'

ke Clear
accented

KE\
ch

k6
+.

q{q

kh6ba 'to read'

Clear
unaccented

KE
+

ke
+

ke\
ch

+q
keba 'to itch'

Breathy
accented

KE
ef

kxe
ea

keh E.a

kx6 'work'

Breathy
unaccented

KE
ET

kehe
R

kxe
et

keh 4BE

kxeba 'to beg'

kae Clear
accented

ka6
.*-
ch 6q

t
sa6'price'

Clear
unaccented

KAE
6q

kai
fr

kae
fr E(

fi
saE'mind'

Breathy
accented

kxa6
4t

kaeh
46q

EEq

kxa6ba to push'

Breathy
unaccented

kahe
qG

kxae
Et

kaeh
q6q

EBq

kxaeba 'to be

late'

ko Clear
aicented

KO
*

k6
fr

q-rq

kOba'numb with
cold'

Clear
unaccented

KO
q1

ko
41

ko
q1

6Tq

k6ba 'to mix'

Breathy
accented

KQ
{fr

kx6
Tfr

koh eqrq
xy6ba'to steal'

Breathy
unaccented

KQ
qfr

koho
qffi

kxo
{fr

koh qqlE

:ryoba'to cook'

k6 nasal KON
4T

kp
41

k6
41

koN 6I
k6'rate, price'
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4. CorucLUSroN

In practice. the choice of script (frfr ) and of spelling system ( fS or

t]si ntqil ) lies with Gurung wnters, editors. and publishers. The contribution

of a lingrrist, and even of the orthographt- conference planned at TBSS in
January 2002. is simpl1 to offer options. In preparation for that conference, a

sample text is printed belorv in different orthograplues to give the reader a

chance to form an opinion. It is fervently hoped that some feedback from
writers czm be collated after the conference. For this purpose TBSS has plans

for a Gumng r,r,riters' workshop in March and a second orthography conference
in April.

4.1 Devanagari script
rfr R'E E"e iilRr reBt wrilA E.gqT qt$ Em ctt qf&, ,rrrfr q

rcms iqr r{fr ErcTrsI 6is trg qfd gqr gn {6C{ qf;Er q eek T G
sTrk1r R dfu Eq|acr-q ffi rc6ts, il{ q{ q tt qfim qr rt z+fe,
srrcdr R ilR ftrfr qqT qrffi qTrqqrsI 6]-s .g qTG W gil ErEAr qHEr q
gE tq dfr Eer$ G qBoT 3TTnTt R Hft sqfr arTT qTT{r $'r{A e}g "g
eqft q"Ar qfr r q .g Qe aas flrs r tr.rilA qis @ 1ur, qfu .qffi lyn,
qts ta IuTI 36qfr ?15 I

4.2 Roman script with diacritics and capitals to start sentences
Mxi ghri plu plubae lagir uoi. Jhdile plu pluma k6i ghyi jare

pardii, jhaile chd plulai nema khasi chawai. K6i plu chlhi ytimi mubae
klxor pardii. Chd klxor sa lx6 arela. Chha tasi mlx6bam yumnan mlx6i,
tara chiir sa lx6 aresero jara lx6 chyOla akha. Chha tasi uiyi pr6md
yumnan khmyai. K6i plu chdhi puju mubae klxor pardii. ChA puju theb
tasi pluldi Ix6 badila abhi. Chha tasi ubjani tala akhe. Jhaile k6i plu
chhyibae klxor pardii. Che plu theb tatai xyai. Jhdile k6i s6chyu gu$d,

k6i gfchyu gula, k6i pxrd guqa ubjani tai.

4.3 As in 4.2 but with [a:] for qr and th] after vowel for
breath iness

Mih ghri ptu plubae la:gir tohi. Jha:ile plu pluma: k6i ghya: jare
pardii, jha:ile ch6 plula:i nema: khasi chawa:i. K6i plu cha:hr ydma:

mubae klohr pardii. Che klohr sa 16h a:rela:. Chha tasi mldhbam
yumnan ml6hi, tara ch6r sa l6h a:resero jara: l6h chy6la: a:kha:. Chha

t
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I

I
t
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i
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tasi tihy6: pr6ma: yumnan ka:rya:hi. K6i plu cha:tii puju mubae klohr
pardii. Che puju theb tasi plula:i l6h ba{ila: a:btri. Ctrha tasi ubjani tala:
a:kh6:. Jha:ile k6i plu fhhye:bae klohr pardii. Chd plu theb tatai ya:hi.
Jha:ile kdi s6chyu guqr?:, k6i grihchyu gula:, k6i prah guna: ubjani tai.

\

4.4 As in 4.3 but wit\r [aa] for 3lT, and no diacritics except accent

Mih ghri plu plubae laagir toNhi. Jhaaile plu plumaa kdi ghya6N
jare pardii, jhaaile ch6 plulaai nemaa khasi chawaai. K6i plu chaahiN
yrirnaaN mubae klohr pardii. Che klohr sa 16h aarelaa. Chha tasi

ml6hbam yumnan ml6hi, tara chdr sa l6h aaresero jaraa l6h chy6Nlaa
aakhaiiN. Chha tasi tihyaaN pr6maa yumnan kaaryaahi. K6i plu
chaahiN puju mubae klohr pardii. ChA puju theb tasi plulaai l6h baDilaa
aabhiN. Chha tasi ubjani talaa aakhadN. Jhaaile k6i plu chhyaaNbae
klohr pardii. Che plu theb tatai yaahi. Jhaaile kdi s6Nchyu guNaa, k6i
Tdhchyu guNaa, k6i prah guNaa ubjani tai.

4"5 As in 4.4, but without marking accent

Mih ghri plu plubae laagir toNhi. Jhaaile plu plumaa koi ghyaaN
jare pardii, jhaaile cha plulaai nemaa khasi chawaai. Koi plu chaahiN
yumaaN mubae klohr pardii. Cha klohr sa leh aarelaa. Chha tasi
mlohbam yumnan mlohi, tara char sa leh aaresero jaraa leh chyoNlaa
aakhaaN. Chha tasi tihyaaN premaa yumnan kaaryaahi. Koi plu
chaatriN puju mubae klohr pardii. Cha puju theb tasi plulaai leh baDilaa
aabhiN. Chha tasi ubjani talaa aakhaaN. Jhaaile koi plu chhyaaNbae
klohr pardii. Cha plu theb tatai yaahi. Jtraaile koi soNchyu guNaa, koi
Tuhchyu guNaa, koi prah guNaa ubjani tai.
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Language Death: a Review and
an Examination of the Global Issue in the Nepatese Context*

Stephen Watters

1 lntroduction
In November at the Linguistic Society of Nepal meetitrgs, a ntrmber of

my colleagues at the Central Department of Linguistics (CDL) and I agreed to
read through Crystal's recently published bobk "Language Death" (2000), and
thereafter to hold a book discussion. At a later date, I understand that the
National Committee for Development of Nationalities (Rastriya Janajati Bikas
Samiti) heard about the impending discussion, and thought that this discussion
would be appropriate for a larger audience. The idea mushroomed from there,
and they orgarnzed the National Symposium we hav-d today.

On behalf of the Central Department Bf Linguistics, I would like to
thank Dr. Chaitanya Subba, Executive Director of the Rastriya Janajati Bikas
Samiti, and IvIr. B.K. Rana, the Coordinator for this Symposium for being
proactive on this issue and making it apart of the activities of this Committee.
This Symposium is well beyond the original idea of our book discussion, but
well in keeprng with the original intent--to raise awareness of a global issue of
the 2lst Century and to talk about its potential impact in Nepal.

I am no expert in the area of language death and langrrage
preservation. The only reason I stand here today is because the original idea of
the book discussion was mine, and since the original idea was mine, the task of
writing a paper for this occasion also became mine. However, I would like to
thartk the Central Department of Linguistics for grving me the opportunity to
talk on this issue on their behalf. While I am not an expert, I am a prgfessional
linguist and have had extensive field experience in many languBf,es of the
Himalayan region. In the process of my field reseirch I observe langwges at
various stages in what is described as "language death", and I too have become
concerned about the issue, and wonder what if anything should be done to
arest or slow down this process.

In this paper I will cover three general areas. First, I want to introduce
to you the topic of language death, and what linguists mean when they talk
about this. This will entail a discussion of the issue itself, and whether or not if
anything should be done to preserve languages. My position in this paper is that
measures do, indeed, need to be taken to preserve the languages of the world,

' This working paper was presented at a seminar held at National Committee for
Development of Nationalities, Kathmandu, on March 31, 2001.

Giparl, Vol:2, 2002, pp. 3946
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and specifically of Nepal. Second, I want to talk about the linguistic situation in
Nepal, and how the phe4omenon played out in the global sphere is playi.ng

itself out in Nepal. In the third part of this paper, I will talk about some things
to consider in preserving linguistic diversity.

The intention of my paper is to set the stage for discussions later in the

day. I hope it makes you aware of the issues, and prompts you to seriously

consider what should be done in light of the current situation. Nepal has a rich
linguistic and culnrral heritage and how this is preserved for the future is an

important social issue of today.

2 Language Death

I now turn to a discussion of language death. A language dies when
there ceases to be speakers of that language. This is potently illustrated in the

example of a language spoken in Alaska (USA) known as Eyak (Newsweek

June 19, 2000: pp 50-52). The Eyak are an ethnolinguistic community that at

one time nunrbered a few hundred people, and they spoke their own language

with its own myths and folklore. Today it is spoken by one individual--an 81

year-old woman named N{arie Smith Jones. When she dies, the language will
iltogether cease to be spoken. At that point, the Eyak language will become

extinct. Similarly, here in Nepal, when the remaining 3 Kusunda qpeakers, one

of whom was interviewed a year ago by the Rastriya Janajati Bikas Samiti dies,
Kusunda will have died and become extinct.

The fact that the remaining speakers of a language die may seem like a

natural course of history, but tinguists and anthropologists observe that the
situation like the one described above with Marie Smith Jones is happening
repeatedly the world over at an alarming rate. As the remaining speakers of
small ethnolinguistic communities die, the languages they speak cease to be
spokgn. To understarid this situation better, I will talk about the exterfi of
linguistic diverstty as we know it now, and the projections for the loss of this
diversity.

3 Linguistic Diversity in the World
It is difficult to know just how many languages are spoken in the

world. Many places in the world, like the mountainous regions of Nepal, are
yet to be full investigated. New languages continue to be discovered. There are

also different criteria used for delimiting what constitutes a language and a
dialect. Sometimes the lines are drawn on the basis of ethnicity and sometimes
according to linguistic differences. While admitting the difficulties inherent in
such a count, the most comprehensive and widely used catalogue among
linguists is the Ethnologue (edited by Barbara Grimes, published by SIL
International). As this is the most widely used reference on nunrbers of
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languages I will likewise use this as my reference, both for the discussion of the
global phenomenon and the situation as we see it here in Nepal.

The Ethnologue l4th edition reports that there ire 6809 languages
spoken in the world (in recent revisions this nurtber has climbed to 6818
(discovery is ongoing!)). Many people regard the numbers in the Ethnologue
to be on the high side (although I tend to agree with the numbers in the
Ethnologue), so the general round number that people work with is 6,000. The

exact nurnber isn't crucial for a statement of the general issue, so for the
purposes of this p4per I will keep this\number--approximately 6,000 languages
spoken in the world today. Grimes (2000) reports that of these languages, 330
languages each have one million speakers or more. This is in contrast to the
situation illustrated above with Marie Smith Jones where the population of
speakers is few, and the remaining speakers are elderly. Grimes (2000) reports
there are approximately 450 languages in this category. According to SIL, there
are 51 languages with just one speaker left. Grimes also reports that the median
size language in the world is 6,000 speakers. This is to say that, half of the
world's languages are spoken by 6,000 or less people, and half of the world's
languages are spoken by 6,000 or more people (later in the paper, I will look at
the median size language for Nepal).

What is tt . ,*plication of these statistics? It means that most of the
world's languages are spoken by small groups of people, and that there are
relatively few languages spoken by large groups of people. For example, in this
latter category Crystal (2000) repofis that there are 8 languages each spoken by
over 100 million speakers (Mandarin, Spanish, English, Bengali, Hindi,
Portuguese, Russian, and Japanese), and between them they account for 2,4
billion people. Crystal shows that if you continue to take the languages with the
most nurnber of speakers, eventually you end up with the fact ttat just 4o/o of
the worlds languages are spoken by 96% of the population. The reverse of this
is that only 4o/o of the world's population speaks 96o/a of the world's languages.

It is this tratter Satistic tlnt most languages are spoken by small
numbers of people which suggests a serious threat to linguistic diversity. As
noted above, there aro approximately 450 languages on the verge of extinction
(the only speakers of these languagas are elderly). However, there are many
languages for which the signs are less ominous, but whose numbers are small
indeed. Crystal (2000) reports that around 1,500 languages are each spoken by
less than 1,000 speakers; and 334A hnguages by less than 10,000 speakers.

4 Language $hift
When the speakers of a language ar'e small in number, they are

vulnerable to langrrage death. But, the number of speakers in and of itself is not
an automatic indication of Ihe ttreat sf language death. In fact, linguists and
anthropologists don't fully understand the process that leads to language death.
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Why at some point are there only a few elderly speakers of the langu t1a, and

when they die the language goes with them? What happened to their children?
Why do they not speak the language anymore? What happened to the other
people in the same ethnolinguistic community?

In some situations, the answers to these questions are clear. These ilre
situations where small ethnolinguistic communities are decimated by disease,

warfare, or natural galamities. Grimes (2000) reports of an incident several
years ago, when all but 50 speakers of the Paulohi language in Maluku,
Indonesia were killed by an earttrquake and subsequent tsunami.

However, in most situations, it is not clear why a language ceases to
be spoken. Linguists are aware that when this happens it doesn't mean that all
the people have died. In fact, what has happened is that the speakers have
chosen to speak another language over the original language of their
community. This process is referred to as language shift. Sometimes the shift is
voluntary, ffid sometimes it is precipitated by events and forces far beyond the
control of a small minority community.

Sociolinguistic research suggests fiuuly factors which contribute to
langrrage shift: voluntary or forced migration outside the homeland area
(relevant to Nepal), other language goups moving into the original homeland
area, the language uged in school, the desire of a nation to build an identity
united under sne-16ngrage, urbanization, industrialization, globahzatrory and
other economic and political ctanges (Grimes 2000). Al1 of these factors
contribute to the peril of language communities. There is no one set of uniform
circumstances which can be cited as contributing to language shift.

While there ffe rlumy factors which contribute to langrrage shift, it is
clear that the alignmerf of these factors in the present day has produced a
situation in which the smaller linguistic communities of the world are at great
peril--more so than in remembered history. There is general agteement that
globalization is the single most important dynamic endangering linguistic
diversif in the world @rerzinger 2000).
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5 Languages moving toward language shift
How many langrrages are in fact moving toward language shift? and to

what extent are they at risk? Different scholars have different scales by which
they measure the vitalrty of linguistic communities (see Krauss 1992:4; Wurm
1998:192; Grimes 2000:25, and Landweer 2000:6).1 I will refer to some of
these scales later, but I would like to refer first to the gross tripartite
categorization offered in Krauss (2000:3).t

Krauss (2000) talks about safe, endangered, and moribund languages.

Languages which are ciassified as rrsafb, are those which meet two criteria: l)
they .have large numbers, and by virfire of their nuntbers ile not highly
susceptible to economic and political changes, and 2) certain minimal
conditions which maintain positive socioeconomic and language attitudes for a
community. Krauss suggests that between 300 and 600 languages (or 5o/o to
l0%) fit this category.

On the other end are the languages that are most in peril. These are
languages which are no longer spoken by children, and barring any unforeseen
circumstances (i.e. language reversal), will cease to be spoken by the end of
2100. Krauss refers to these as "moribund" (or severely endangered). Krauss
guesstimates that between 1200 and 1500 langrrages (or between 20Yo to 25%Q

fit this category.
Figure 1. Krauss's estimate of the Vitality of the World's

Ethnolinguistic Communities. In between safe and moribund are the
endangered languages. These are languages th,at "hang in the balance". It is
unclear what will become of these languages. These repiesent between 3600
and 4800 of the worlds languages (or between 600/o to 80%).

How many of the endangered langrrages will becomd moribund within
the next century and into the next? I(rauss cl-dims it is likely that 30% will
become moribund within this century and the remaining endangered languages
the next centtry, leaving perhaps only the "safe" languages to be spoken by the
end of the 22nd century. (More pessimistic forecasts suggest as numy 50a/o of
the world's languages will become moribund by the end of this centtrry, and the
remaining nunrber to follow the next century.. As Krauss points out, however, it
is largely irrelevant how many disappear this century and how many disappear
the next. The point is, these language will cease to be spoken in the foreseeable
future.)

The scales Landweer (2000), Crystal (2000), and Yamamoto (199S) use in measuring
ethnolinguistic vitality are included in Appendix l.

)
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6 A View of the Languages of NePal
6.1 Ethnicity vs. the Cataloguing of Linguistic Diversity

In the preceding paragraphs, I summarized the statistics on the world's

langrrages as they are reported in the literature: These statistics pointed to the

fact that most of the lesser known languages of the world are spoken by a small
percent age of the world's populations. I also included Krauss's (2000) gross

categorizations of the world's langrrages (safe, endangered, and moribund) and

that the vast majority of the world's languages are considered to be either

endangered or moribund.
Having looked at the world statistics, I want to turn now to the

langrrages of Nepal. I base my statistics on the database which contributed to

the South Asia section of the 14th Edition of the Et}nologue. I think there are

many people who feel that the numbers of languages given for Nepal in the

Ethnologue is high. However, for the purposes of our discussion today, the

numbers gtven in Ethnologue are just what we need. One reason that the

numbers of langrrages in the Ethnologue may seem high is because it is a
catalogue of spoken languages. This is to say that it does not make divisions
along the lines of ethnicity, but rather along the criteria of mutual intelligibilitv.
If two dialects of an ethnolinguistic community are found to be mutually

unintelligible, the Ethnologue will list them as two different languages. For

example, in the case of the Magar communrtv, the Ethnologue lists 7 different
langrrages. These are Eastern and Western Magar, and then the five mutually

unintelligrble dialects spoken by Kham Magar in Rolpo and Rukum district.

This kind of cataloguing is just what we need when we look at

linguistic diversity. The tendency is to think that one language is spoken by one

ethnic group. This is not always the case. More often than not, many lesser

known languages are spoken by a single ethnic community.
When we begin to look at language this woy, sometimes we fear that

the pie will be divided into too many pieces. We want to lump people together.

In fact, this tendency is not just exhibited by the majorlty community, but by
minority communities as well. Linguistic differences are glossed over.

However, Adelaar (2000) warns against describing language according to a

unified ideal or a normative state of the future. He suggests that it is the

responsibility of the linguist to describe the situation as it is (and in this sense

he may be at odds with the language planner or those seeking unification). If
this is not done, the process of language death continues but in the name of
langrrage planning and unification.

At later stages of language,development, it may be possible to develop

distinct dialects under a common stdn dardrzed form, but not first before clearly
understanding the differences, and the possibilities.

Under this view, then, the data from the Ethnologue is very hetpful.
We don't know very much about the languages of Nepal. Few sociolinguistic
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surveys have been carried out. Few langrrage planning progrilns have been
started in minority languages. As a start, we have to begin with cataloguing the
variety, rattrer than beginning with a future nornutive state.

6.2 Numbers of languages
There are 128 languages spoken in Nepal according to the l4th

Edition of the Ethnologue. There ffe population figues for 108 of these
languages, and twenty of them have ng population figures (I will exclude the
languages without population figures in the study below).2 According to the
population figures for these 108 languages, the population of Nepal is
19,001,838. Obviously this is 7,000,000 short of the published figure of
26,A0A,000. Who are the missing 7,000,000 and what do they speak? This is a
point for discussion.

Inspite of the lack of accurate statistics, I will continue with the data
available to me. While the median size language in the world is 6,000, I
calculate the median size in Nepal to be 7 ,500. This is to say that, half of

Nepalts languages are each spoken by 7,500 or less people, and half of
Nepal's languages ile each spoken by 7,500 or more people. This means that
the smaller 54 langrlages are spoken by 135, 854 speakers, and the larger 54
langrrages by 18,865, 984 speakers. Only 0.7 percent of the total population of
Nepal speak half of its langrrages. The remaining languages are spoken by 99.3
percent of the total population. This is illustrated in figure 2 below.

2 Th. languages without any population figures are: Bagheli, Chaudangsi, Darmiya,
Dzongkha, Humla Bhotia, Kayort, Kumauni, Nepali Kurux, Kyerung Eastern
Meohang, Musasa, Nepalese Sign Language, Panchgaunle, Phangduwali, Pongyong,
Saam, Thudam Bote, Tseku, Waling, and Tomyang. Languages like Dzongkha and
Kumauni are primarily spoken outside of Nepal.
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Figure 2. Number of total speakers in relations

to the median size language of Nepal

If we take the three gross categorizations of Krauss (2000), we arrive
at the following probable view of the languages of Nepal. Taking Krauss's

number criteria of 1,000,000 speakers as the threshold for "safe", there are only
3 safe languages: Nepali, Marthili, and Bhojpuri with 13,171, 617 million

speakers between them (this constitutes 71 percent of the total population). If
we take 100,000 speakers as the cut off for "safe", the number of languages

increases to 17, and between them constitutes 17,703,989 speakers (or 93

percent of the population). These 11 langwges are given in Table I below.
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Table 1. Languages with over 100,000 speakers

Lanzuage Name Population

Gurung. Eastern 105,000

Tamang, Southwestern 109,05 1

Hindi 1 70, 997

202,208Urdu
Magar, Western 210,000

Tham, Kochila 250,000

Limbu 254,088

Thanr, Rana 2 5 8.000

Magar, Eastern 288.3 83

Tharu. Dane 3 00,000

Tamang. Western 3 20,000

Awadhi 37 4.638
Newari 690,007

Tamang, Eastern 700,000

Bhoipuri r ,37 9,7 l7
Maithili 2,191,900

Nepali 9,900,000

On the other end of the scale are the languages with few speakers.

There are l0 languages in Nepal with less than 1,000 speakers each. These are

shown in Table 2. Little suni/ey has been done among them, so we don't know
the extent to which they are moribund (onty elderty people speak the language).
Of these l0 languages, 3 are listed as "nearly extinct": Lingkhim, Ctrhintang,
and Chukwa.

Table 2. Langtages with less than 1,000 speakers

Lannrage Population Pop Source Zone

Lingkhim I 9l Winter Mechi
Chhintang 100 91 Winter Koshi
Chukwa 100 9l Winter Koshi
Koi 300 91 Winter Saearmatha
Raute 475 ? Bheri, Rapati, Seti,

Karnali and

Dhawalaeiri
Lambichhong 500 9l Winter Koshi
Naapa 500 85 Koshi
Nar Phu 533 88 Pohle Gandaki
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Ranekas 600 77 Yaeg.&Voeg Mahakali
Bodo 938 61 Census Mechi

In looking at the languages between the very small and the large
(languages with rnore than 1,000 speakers and less than 100,000), it is difficult
to know whether to categorize them as "moribund" or "endangered" without
any sociolinguistic evidence. For the purposes of this discussion, I will assume

that only the languages with less than 1,000 speakers are "rnoriburd", and the
remaining languages are "endangered". This scheme suggests that there 80

languages in Nepal which are endangered. If one includes the twenty languages
without population figures, this figure rises to 100 languages.

One should be cautious, though, in using this categorization--these
languages are categorized as "endanger ed" only on the basis of numbers. These

are languages that likely "hang in the balance". Some of these communities will
represent healthy ethnolinguistic communities, and some will not. Until we do
know, though, and based on what is reported to be happening in other parts of
the world, most of these languages are endangered, if not already moribund.

While sociolinguistic studies are rare for Nepal, we have at our
disposal Harka Gurung's ( I 997) work on lingrustic dernography. In this work,
he compares the census of 1951 with the census of 1991 and is able to arrive at
'figures for relative numbers of speakers during these periods. He calculates the
relative increase or decrease and arrives at percentage of those who have
retained their mother tongue. While admittedly the census figures are prone to
error, they serye as the basis on which to begin to assess the ethnolinguistic
vitality of certain lan guage groups, and particutrar regions of the country. If
these figures are anywhere accurate, they are indicators of language shift from
the mother tongue to Nepali. Gurung's figures for general areas of the country
are given in the Table 3 below.

Table 3. Average Mother Tongue Retention
in major geographical regions of Nepal.

General Area Average Mother Tongue retention

Inner Terai Group 33.5

Central Hill Group 47.6

Eastern Hill Group 84.8

Tarai Group 85.6

Mountain Group 94.4

According to the comparison of these two census, people in the Inner
Terai were most susceptible to loosing their mother tongue. On average, only
3 3.5 percent of the population from this geographical location are reported to

I
I

\
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keep their mother tongue. Arother region that was particutrarly susceptible to
language shift was the Central Hill region with an average retention of 47 .6

percent of the population. There seems to be little language shift on average
among the lingurstic communities in the mountain regions, the Terai proper,

and the Eastern hills. These figures are based on the specific figures for loss of
mother tongue for each individtral group in a given geographical region.

The communities that are represented in Gurung's study are different
than what is catalogued in the Ethnologue. His studies are based on the
lingrristic distinctions made in the census reports. The Ethnologlre is based on
supposed mutual intelligrbiliff. It makes comparison between the two
somewhat problematic, but nevertheless, the population figrrres given in the
Ethnologue combined with Gurung's study of language sluft potentially take
some of the guesswork in predicting language shift for langrrages which "hang
in the balance" (i.e.the endangered languages). Langrrages with few speakers

and lugh loss of the mother tongue are obvioush, the rnost endangered (perhaps
moribund). and langrurges u'ith rrlulnv spcztkers and a lorv loss of mother tongue
are the healthiest in tenns of ethnolinguistic vitalitr'.

I have sought to combine the figurcs in the Etlurologue for what I am
calling the "endangered" languages of Nepal (languages with between 1,000

and 100,000 speakers) and Gunurg (97) In the instances where Gurung and the
Ethnologue match, I give Gurung's specific figure alongside the Ethnologue
entry. For example, Gurung gives a specific figure of 32.1 percent mother
tongue retention percentage for Magar, and Ethnologue has an entry for Eastern
and Western Magar. To these two groups, then, I assigned the valare of 32.1
percent.' When the Ethnologue has an entry that is not in Gurung, I gave the
Ethnologug entry a percentage value based bn the average Gurung gives for
that geographical region. For example, Gururg gives an average value of 85.6
percent for the Tarai, and so for the Ethnologue entries under lv{aiftali and
Bhojpuri I give these average values. When the Ethnologue gives many entries
that fit under one entry in Gurung, tr give the one value found in Gurung for all
of the entries in Ethnologue. For example, Gunrng gives the specific value of
99.Z,percent for Bhote/Sherp4 and so for Loba, Mugum, Dolpo, etc. etc. I give
Gurung's value. Inspite of the inadequacies of this, I think it gives us a start in
assessing languages ttnt "hang in the balance.''

' Since I am quite familiar with the Kham Magar, I felt ttrat the overall numbers
for the Magar community are much too low for the Kham. The Kham
communities are in fact quite vital (except for the Sheshi community and
Nishel communities) and therefore I assigRed my own vatrues based on the
sociolinguistic survey I conducted among them.
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In the table 4 below, the first column contains the Ethnologue entry.

The second column contains the mother tongue retention percentage from

Gurung, but assigned as I have described above. The third column gives the

population figures as found in the Ethnologue. The table is sorted according to

ipeatrrs with the degree of language shift and nrimber of speaker. Groups with

the highest rate of language shift and the small_est numbers appear at the top in

the left column (the right column follows on from the left column).

Table 4. "Endangered" Linguistic Groups ranked

according to language shift and number

Ethnologue Name Gurunl
n9e7

Po pu latio n

Bote-Majhi 20.6 1 1 ,000

Majhi 11,322

Kagate 47.6 1 ,000

Ghale, Kutang 47.6 1 ,300

Kumhali 1,413

Baraamu {7.6 2,000

Raji 47.6 3,000

Palpa 3,002

Manangba 47.6 3,736

47.6 5,000

Sonha 47.6 10,000

Ghale, Southern 50.7 1 2,000

Gurung 50.7 72,000

Thakali 51 .8 7 ,113
Kham, Sheshi 60 7,500

Chepang 68.5 34,000

Byangsi 7A 1,314

Rawat 70 15,17 5

Thami 75.4 14,400

Kham, Nisi 3,000

Tharu, Mahotari 83.4 32,000

Tharu, Kathoriya 83.4 60,000

Tharu, Deokri 83.4 80,000

Tharu, Chitwan 83.4 80,000

Chhulung 83.6 1 ,000

Lumba-Yakkha 83.6 1,000

2A.6i

' 47.6i

47.6i

Bujhyal

801
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Wayu 83 6i 1 ,500
Athpariya 83 6i 2,000

Belha riya 83 6i 2,000

Yamphe 83 6i 5,000

Yamphu 83.6 i 5,000

Darai 83.6 i 7,000

Bah i ng 83.6 i 1 0,000

Camling 83 6| 1 0,000

Dhanuwar Rai 83 6i 1 6,000

Khaling 83 61 20,000

Thulung 83 6| 25,000

Bantawa 83 6I 35,000

Sunwar 83 6i 40,000

Sa ng pa ng 83 6i 50, 000

Kulung 83 6I 50,000

Tilu ng 84 8| 1 ,000

Ethnologue Name Gurung i

(1 ee7) i

Population

Lepcha 84.8 i 1,272

Dumi 84 8i 2,000

Jerung 84.8 i 2,000

N achering 84.8 i 2,000

Pu ma 84.8; 3,000

Dungmali 84.8 i 5,000

Lorung, Southern 84.8i
I

5,000

Meohang, Western 84.8 ! 5,000

Chourase 84.8 i 5,000

Mundari 84.8i 5,700

Lorung, Northern 84.E1 10,000

Yakha 84.8i 10,000

Marwari 84.81 16,51 4

Bengali 84.81 27,712

Santali 84.81 33,300

Jirel 86.31 10,000

Tamang, East Gorkha E8.El. 4,000

Tamang, Northwestern 88.81
I

55,000

Dhimal 8e.si 15,01 4

Tichurong e0i 1,500
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Kaike 90 2,000

Chantel 94.4 2,000

Kham, Maikoti OE 2,500

Kham, Gamale 95 10,000

Kham, Takale 95 50,000

Barag a u nle 99.2 2,200

Ghale, Northern 99.2 2,500

Nubri 99.2 3,200

Tsum 99.2 3,500

Mugu 99.2 3,557

Lhomi 99.2 4,000

Helambu Sherpa 99.2 10,000

Dolpo 99.2 10,000

Walungge 99.2 15,000

Lopa 99.2 26,000

Sherpa 99.2 30,000

Rajbangsi 104.1 85,558

Tibetan 60,000

The combination of the Ethnologue numbers and Gurung's 1997 study
point to the fact that the small groups in the Central Hills and Inner Terai are

most susceptible to language shift, and ultimately lan gmge death. These are

groups like Kagate, Kutang Ghale, Kumhali atl with less than 2,000 speakers

and a language shift fiSure of over 50 percent.
Groups like Sherpa and Lopa in the Bhote/Sherpa grouping and the

central Kham Magar communities, all with a considerable nurnber of speakers

and alqrgst no language shift are communities with presumed strong
ethnolinguBtic vitality.

There are many small Rai goups whose language shift percentages

are low as no specific figures are available. It remains to be seen how ethnically
vital these communities are.

Once again, the numbers and percentage gtven in Table 4, need to be

taken with a degree of caution.

7 Why Should We Gare?

While the numbers of languages and rate of decline in linguistic
diversity may differ from publication to publication, there is uniform agreement
that we are witnessing a marked decline in diversity. The dispute irmong
linguists, anthropologists, educators, and nation states is whether or not
anything should be done about it. Feelings nm high. I am sure you have man)'

opinions on this subject as well.
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I will attempt to give some of the argumentation which has been

published in the literature on this issue. I will follow this with a statement of
my own opiruon, which stated here briefly is that where commurutres want help
with the preseruation of their linguistic and cultural heritage, it should be given.

Crystal (2000) answers the question "Why should we care if a

language dies?" with five answers: "because we need diversity", "because

languages express identity", "because languages are repositories of histo{y",
"because languages contribute to the sum of human knowledge", and "because

languages are interesting in themselves. " I will briefly state what Crystal means

by each of these answers"
The answers that linguists give fall into four basic categories. The so-

called biological argument, cultural argument, scientific argument, and ethical
argument. First the biological argument:

7.1 We need diversity
The argument here directly parallels the argument given in favor of

preserving ecological diversity. In this view of things, it is not simply an
individual plant or animal species which needs to be preserved, but it is the
system of interaction between the different species which needs to be
preserved. When one species dies and goes into extinction, the equilibrium of
the system is upset, often to the detriment of other species. The loss of one can
result in unforeseen consequences for the system as a whole.

In ecology, diversity is also necessary for survival, where diversity is
the result of an adaptation to different environments. Increasing uniformity
holds dangers for the long-term survival of a species. The strongest ecosystems
are those which are most diverse.

Many linguists believe, that just like ecological diversity, linguistlc
diversity is important for the health of the human race. It\makes us rich in an
intellectual sense since each language "represents a considerable testimony to
human intellectual achievement. " (Linguistic Society of America, 1994) When
we loose language we loose an important resource to our understanding of the
world.

7.2 Languages express identity (The Culturat Argument)
The argument here is that the languages we speak also give us our

identity. We befong to particular groups aciorCing to the way we ipeak. The
group we belong to has a culture (or sub-culture)--ar identity--and when we
loose the way we speak, we loose a colrnection with this identity.

7.3 Languages are repositories of history
Crystal quotes Emerson as saying i'Langu age is the archives of

history. " This history is about our ancestry; how we came to be, our mythology
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and folklore. When we loose our language, we loose where we came from, and

a real sense of who we are.
Malik (2000) counters that this view is reactionary and backward-

looking. He believes dying languages are unpreservable and the attempt to
preserye them as an impossibly nostalgic view of what constitutes a culture. He
suggest that language should have a function beyond encoding a specific view
of life, and that rather it must serve to cross barriers of culture and become
more universal in outlook.

Malik (2000) suggests that when try to preserve a dying langrrage we
fail to understand what makes a culture dynamic and responsive. We shouldn't
be concerned with preserving discrete languages (and cultures), but rather
overcome these discrete boundaries, and allow for more universal
communication. Wherr this happens our cultures become more vibrant.
Language shift under this view is a positive thing.

7.4 Languages contribute to the sum of human knowledge (The
Scientific Argument)

The argument here goes ttrat we should care because we can learn a
great deal from them. Languages are repositories of what we have learned
about the world in different places and at different times. When we loose a
language, we loose all of this.

7.5 Languages are interesting in themselyes
The argument here goes that languages contribute to understanding

what the human brain is capable in expressing itself. The study of many
langrrages helps us understand ourselves the study of language helps us
understand language, and in so doing ourselves.

7,6 The Ethical Argument
One afgument which Crystal (2000) seems not to explicifly touch on is

the issue of ethics, although it is ea$y to see where he wolild come down in this

discussion. The issue heri is whether or not it is a hulrun right to be able to

speak one's mother-tongue. The United Nations has supported the right of an

individual to speak his mother-tongue, especially in cases where it is a minority
group which extends across nation states (i.e. the Kurds in Iraq and Trrkey).
The fate of minority languages within a nation state, however, seem to draw

liftle attention from the world community
The issue of the rigtfi of minority languages within a nation state can

get abit confusing. Those in favor of the right of minority langu{ges argue that

the national environment conspires,against the community. While there is no

direst threat against the lan guage, there is an ac0ral suppression that comes
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through favoring the majoriry culture and language in all spheres of life. When
this happens to an extreme, the minority language dies.

Malik (2000) says that those in favor of minority linguistic rights
confuse political oppression and the loss of cultural identity. He says most
languages die out, not because they are suppressed, but because native speakers
yearn for a better life. They shouldn't be forced to keep their ways since "there
is nothing inherently noble or authentic about local ways of life; they are often
simply degrading and backbreaking. " They should be included in the
mainstream of things.

Many linguists will agree with this, but, they would say that allowing
a language to die so its members can become a part of the mainstream supposes

that one cannot be multilinguat. It supposes that learning another language is
substitutionary rather than additive. In fact, this can be shown to be false in
multilingual situations around the world. Speakers of minority languages ciln
speak their own languages even while fully participating in mainstream culture
(in ur ideal situation).

7.7 The Development Argument
I understand these issues were debated a greatdeal between prominent

linguists in the early nineties in volumes of Language. No doubt, there are
many great and noble reasons why the languages of the world should be
preserved. However, for me personally, the most important reason for
involvement in mrnority langrrages is to better know how to help minority
peoples. Knowing their language is a key to helping them develop and fuirction
in the broader world. trn seeking to serve the needscf the minority peoples, one
of the outcomes can be the preservation of linguistic diversity, but shouldn't be
limited to this. These communities should be helped to become a part of.the
broader community.

If we look at some of the poorest nations on earth, we find thet these
are nations with a disproportionate nurnber of languages for the popu(ation.
That is, countries with a grear deal of linguistic diversity, also tend to be higily
underdeveloped. Research done by SIL shows that literacy in speakers of lesser
known languages in a majority langrrage is about 22 percent,and among women
at less than l0 percent. The averuge rates 0f literacy in the mother tongue of
these lesser known languages is less than I percent.

Countries in the lowest quartile of literary are also countries with an
average GNP of less than US $500 per capita. Countries in the highest quartile
of literacy have an average GNP of US $8,500 per capita. Countries with the
greatest educational -challenges, partly as a result of linguistic diversity, ffia
ones with the fewest resources.

My opinion is tlnt the most significant way of breaking through these
educational and developmental challenges is to address the issue of linguistic
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diversity, and make it a part of the national agenda. In addressing linguistic
diversity, wo address not only the needs of the minority communities, but the
majonty community and the concerns of the global community over the
preservation of linguistic and cultural heritage.

So coming back to "Why should we care?" my answer is "because its
the best way we can help them. " In the end, whether a linguistic community
preserves its language or not is only part of the issue. Ultimately, it is their
choice. The larger issue for me is how we can help these communities become

a part of the national and global community. In my opinion, w0 have to start

with the mother tongue to really make it work well.

8 What Can Be Done To Preserve Linguistic Diversity
This brings me to the question, "What can be done to preserve

iinguistic diversity?" Or to rephrase the question to reflect my own opinion on

the matter, "What can be done to help speakers of lesser known tranguages

better become a part of the nation and the world?"
First, I would like to recapitulate what I have stated above and that is

that most of the languages of Nepal are considered "endangered" by Krauss's

definition. Only a small number are considered "safe. " On this reckoning, we

are talking about what should be done to help most of the linguistic
communities of Nepal (even if they represent a small number of the overall
population).

Second, preselving linguistic diversity involves two inter-related but
separate issues. One issue is documentation--a description of the language
itself. The other issue is revitalization, prima.rily through standardrzatton and

normalrzatronof the langrrage. As noted above, Adelaar (2000) cautions against

the process of revitalization before proper docurnentation has been done.

It is important tlnt we understand the drfference between these two
issues. Documentation entails freezrng a view of the langrrage as it is in the
present through solid lingrdstic description. The benefit is primarily to science,

and the overall body of human knowledge. It may not be possible to do

anything other than documentation for a moribund language. However, for
many endangered langrrages, documentation can serve as a basis on which to
begin the revitalization process. In this procbss, the broader community is

involved, and an ideal is sought for what the community would like to be in the
future.

One of the most helpful ways of looking at revitali zatron is Fishman's

work on reversing language shift, I reproduce his scale below.
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Stages of reversing language shift (read from bottom up)

Mother Tongue Gvff) used in higher level educational, occupational,
governrnental and media efforts
MT in lower government seruices and mass media
MT in lower work sphere where MT and L2 mix
Public schools in the MT, run by outsiders
MT in lower education which meets compulsory education laws
MT literacy in informal settrngs
Intergenerational informal oralcy with geographic concentration. Atl
more advanced stages of shift depend on this firm foundation among
honte, famih,, nerghborhood. community institutions. (Most of the
worlds languages are at this point)
Most speakers are beyond child-bearing age ,

Remaining speakers are socially isolated old folks

Figrrre 3. Fishman's Graded Intergenerational Dismption Scale (1991:87)

The idea lterc is that a cornnrurutr cilrl \\'ork its vva)'back up the sQalc

from a more "eudangered" or "moribund" state (a higher nurllber) to it "sulfbr"
state (a lor,ver number). But in order to do So, the communih, must take
incremental steps in this process. It cannot be expected that the language of a

moribund etlurolinguistic comrnluritv r,l'here nrost speakers ulre bevond child-
bearing age is " suddenly" taught in public schools. Rathcr. the rc arc
incremental steps that can be tzlken to slowl\' lrlove the languagc back 1o a
language of intergenerational communication.

Another iniportant point of Fishnlan is that as a languugc lnov'es up
the scale (from a higher number to a lorver number), the revitzrlit.ed langmge
comes into con{lict with other languages. If the language has thus ftrr been a
spoken language, and it is introduced into a public school as a nrediunr of
education, it comes into conflict with the onginal language of that public
school. A lot of potential political conJlict can occur at thrs level. Langruge
planners need to be keenly aware of this, and understand the implications of a

revitalizatton process. The hope would be that an amicable solution could be
worked out between the dominant and minority community (the reality is that
they usually both cry "foul").

Much could be said about the process of language shift. However, this
is beyond the scope of this presentation, and I simply dra.w your attention to
some important parts of the process.

There are successful examples of the revitalizatron process in many
language communities around the world. These give us reason for hope. There
are many situations where there is no success to report. But at the veryleast, I

7

8

I
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woglf,,,hope that the documentation process is taken seriously before we loose
the/fiiealth passed down to us through many human languages.

.9 $ummary
In this presentation, I have sought to sum marrze what is being said in

sQme of the literature on language death. I have done this as an afiempt at
making people aware of the global issue. Linguistic diversity is being
compromised at an alarming rate, and unless we engage in an effort to
document and revitalize most of these langrnges, they will cease to be spoken
within the next century.

I also drew on the statistics that serve as the basis for the Ethnologue's
South Asia section, and show that about ten of the languages of Nepal are
moribund, and eighty are endangered according to the criteria of numbers.
According to Gurung's 1997 study, many of these languages are in the Central
Hills and inner Terai. This means that Nepal faces a huge task in
documentation, and potential revitalization.

While the task is huge, the fact that we are aware of it is cause for
encouragemerfi. There are things we can do, and there are people and
organtzations who are willing to help. I applaud the efforts of the Rastriya
Janajati Bikas Samiti in its efforts to address these issues.

I trust that the rernainder of our time together will prove to be fruitful,
and the discussions and workshops helpful in forging ahead in this crucial area.
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Appendix 1: Scales of Ethnolinguistic Vitality

Lynn Landweer (2000. Indicators of Ethnolinguistic Vitality. In Notes
on Sociolinguistics. SIL International: 6) suggest the following eight indicators
as useful for assessing ethnolinguistic vitality in the communities of Papua
New Guniea. Each of these eight points are delimited on a four point scale.

* relative position on the urban-rural continuum;

_Remote, i.e. no easy access to or from the language commumty
relative to the nearest urban center

_Marginal access to and from the language community relative to the
nearest urban center

_Fairly easy access to and from the language communitv relative to
teh nearest urban center. Located within urban confines.

Located within urban confines.

* domains in which the language is used;

_Home, cultural events, social events, and other domains

_Home, cultural events, social events

_Home, cultural events where vernacular is used, ?:ut is mixed with
outside lingua franca or other local language(s)

_Home, where'the vernacular is used but is mixed with an outside
lingua franca or other local languages(s)

* frequency and type of code switching;

_Monolingual allegiance to the vernacular among the majonty

_Evidence of a diglossic or stabtre bilingrnlism
_Infrequent individual unbounded lexical code switching

_Frequent individual unbounded code switching

* population and group dynamics;

-Immigqnts 
are actively bilingual; they speak the vernacular of their

adopted home

-Immigrants 
ire passively bilingual; they understand the vernacular of

their adopted home, but use a lingrra franca or speak their own mother tengue

-Immigrants 
require communication entirely through a lingua franca

or fiade language

_Immigrants maintain their own language and insist that others in
their adopted home learn to speak it

* distribrution of qpeakers within their own social networks;
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_Crosscultural independence. intracommunity interdependence with
dense, multiplex networks utilizing the local language to meet communication
needs.

_Crosscultural interdependence: divided network systems, internally
dense and with a degree of multiplexlty modified by the necessity to
communicate with outsiders who do not know the local language for some

goods and services

Crosscultural dependence: divided network systems, internally
dense, but with the necessity to communicate with outsiders who do not know
the local language for all goods and services

_Individrnl independence: low density, uniplex networks

* social outlook regarding and within the speech community;

_Strong internal identity, high status or notoriety conferred by
outsiders, with cultural markers present

_strong internal identity, neutral status conferred by outsiders, with
cultural markers present

_Weak internal identity, neutral status conferred by outsiders, with
some cultural markers present

_Weak internal identity, negative status conferred by oulsiders, with
few if any cultural markers present

* language prestige; and
The language in question is prestigious, nationally reco gnrzed lingn

franua or the language of church, education, or trade.

_The language in question is a regionally recognrzed lingua franca,
church, education, or trade language

_The language in question is a locally recognrzedvariety with neutral
status

_The langrrage in question is a locally disparaged variety

* access to a stable and acceptable economic base

-Stable 
and accepiable economic base where thyvernacular is the

code of choice ' \

_Adequate dual economy where the language used is dictated by
choice of economic base

_Marginal subsistence economy requiring augmentation of the
traditional means of subsistence with non-vernacular, cash-based economic
schemes

-Depenclence 
on an economic system requiring use of a non-

vernacular language
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Crystal (2ooo)
Prerequisites for progress towards the goal of language being used in the home

and neighbourhood as a tool of inter-generational communication

1) An endangered langirage will progress if its speakers increase their prestige

within the dominant community.

2) An endangered language will progress if its speakers increase their wealth
relative to the dominant community

3) An endangered language will progress if its speakers increase their
legitimate power in the eyes of the dondnaflt community

*'4) An endangered language will progress if its speakers have a strong
presence in the educational system

'r5) An endangered language will progress if its speakers can urite their
language down

6) fur endangered language will progress if its speakers can make use of
electronic technology

Akira Yamamoto (1998. Retrospect and prospect on new emerging language
communities. tn Ostler (ed.), I14.

* the existence of a dominant culture in favour of linguistic diversrty;
* a strong sense of ethnic identity within the endangered community;
* the promotion of educational programmes about the endangered language and
culttre:
\*the creation of bilingualrbicultural school prograrrlmes;
*the training of native speakers as teaihers;
* the involvement of the speech community as a whole;
* the creation of language materials that ile eaqF to use;
* the development of written literature, both traditional and new;
* the creation and strengthening of the environments in which the language
must be used
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Appendix 2: Languages of Nepal (database on which the South Asia
section of the Ethnologue are based)

(given in order of increasing population)

I-anguage Nepal
Poo.

Pop Src Country Zone Region

Linekhim I 9l Winter Nepal Mechi Eastern

Chhintane 100 9l Winter Nepal Koshi astern

Chukwa 100 9l Winter Neoal Koshi Eastern

Koi 300 9l Winter Nepal Sasarmatha astern

Raute 475 ? Nepal Bheri, Rapati, Seti,

Karnali and
Dhawalaeiri

Westerru Mid
Western

[,ambichhone 500 9l Winter Nepal Koshi Eastern

Naaoa 500 85 Nepal Koshi Eastern

Nar Phu 533 88 Pohle Neoal Gandaki Western

Rangkas 600 77
Voeg.&Voeg

India, Nepal Mahakali Far Western

Bodo 938 6l Census India Nepal Mechi Eastern

Chhulune 1.000 9l Winter Nepal Koshi Eastern

Kaeate 1,000 98 SAG Neoal Janakpur i Central

Lumba-Yakkha r.000 91 Winter Nepal Koshi Eastern

Tiluns 1,000 9l Winter Neoal Sagarmatha Eastern

[,epcha t.272 6l Census India Nepal Mechi Eastern

Ghale- Kutans 1.300 92 Estimate Nepal Gandaki Western

Bvanssi 1,314 91 Census India. Nepal Mahakali Far Western

Kumhali 1.413 91 Census Nepal Gandaki Western

Tichurone 1.500 80 Nepal Karnali Mid Western

Wawr 1,500 74 Nepal JanakDur Central

Athoariva 2.000 95 Ebert Nepal Koshl Eastern

Baraamu 2.000 ? Nepal Gandaki Western

Belhariya 2,000 96 Bickel Nepal Koshi Ea.stern

Chantel 2.000 97 Noonan Nepal Dhawalagiri Western

Dumi 2,000 9l Winter Neoal Saearmatha Eastern

Jerung 2,000 91 Winter Nepal Sagarmatha Eastern

Kaike 2.000 97 Bradlev Nepal Karnali Mid Western

Nacherine 2,000 9l Winter Neoal Saearmatha Eastern

Baragaunle 2,240 90 SAG Neoal Dhawalagiri Western

Ghale- Northern 2.500 9l Smith Nepal Gandaki Western

Kham. Maikoti 2.500 93 Nepal Raoati Mid Western

Kham, Nisi 3,000 88 Nepal Rapati Mid Western

Fuma 3.000 9l Winter Nepal Saearmatha Eastern

Raji 3,000 9l Census Nepal, India Bheri, Seti Mid Western,

Far Western

Palpa 3.002 61 Census Neoal Lumbini Western

Nubri 3-200 92 Estimate Nepal Gandaki Western

Tsum 3.500 80 Neoal Gandaki Western

Mugu 3 557 98 SAG Neoal Karnali, Seti Mid Western
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Manangba 3.736 88 Nepal Gandaki Western

Lhomi 4,000 ? Nepal, India,
China

Koshi Eastern

Tamang, East
Gorkha

4,000 92 Nepal Gandaki Western

Buihval 5-000 98 SAG Neoal Gandaki Western

Chourase 5.000 Nepal Saearmatha Eastern

Dunemali 5^000 91 Winter Nepal Koshi Eastern

Lorung
Southern

5,000 9l Winter Nepal Koshi Eastern

Meohang
Western

5,000 91 Winter Nepal Koshi Eastern

Yamohe 5,000 9 Nepal Koshi Eastern

Yamphu 5,000 Nepal Koshi. Mechi Eastern

Muridari 5,700 93 Johnstone India. Nepal ? Eastern

7,000 9l Census Nepal Naravani Central

7.113 9l Census Nepal Dhawalagiri Western

Sheshi 7,5A0 88 Nepal Rapati Mid Western

Bahing 10,000 9l Winter Nepal Sagarmatha Eastern

Camline 10.000 95 Ebert Nepal Sagarmatha Eastern

Dolpo 10.000 98 SAG Neoal Karnali Mid Western

Helambu
Sherpa

10,000 ? Nepal Bagmati Central

Jirel 10.000 98 SAG Nepal Janakpur Central

Kham, Gamale 10.000 98 SAG Nepal Rapati Mid Western

Lorung
Northern

10,000 91 Winter Nepal Koshi Eastern

Sonha 10,000 85 Nepal Bheri, Mahakali,
Seti

Mid Western,
Far Western

Yakha 10.000 91 Nepal. India Koshi Eastern

Bote-Majhi 11.000 Nepal Narayani Central

Majhi 11,322 9l Census Nepal, India Janakpur, Lumbini,
Narayani

Cenlral

Ghale, Southern 12.000 77 Nepal Gandaki Western

Thami 14.400 9l Census Nepal Janakpur Central

Walungge 15.000 00 Erh Nepal, India Koshi Eastern

Dhimal 15,014 Nepal. India Koshi. Mechi Eastern

Rawat 15,175 9l Census Nepal. India Mahakali Far Western

Dhanuwar Rai 16,000 Nepal Narayani Central

Marwari 16,514 9l Census India, Nepal Koshi, Mechi,
Naravani

Eastern

Khaline --'- 20,000 Nepal. India Sagarmatha Eastern

Thulung 25.000 9 Winter Nepal. India Sagarmatha Eastern

[,opa 26,000 Neoal Dhawalagiri Western

Bengali 27,712 9l Census Bangladesh,
.Nepal

Koshi, Mechi,
Sagarmatha

Eastern

Sherpa 30,000 98 SAG Nepal, China,
India, Bhutan,
USA Koroa

Sagarmatha Eastern

Tluru. Matrotari 32.000 Census NepaI Janakour Central
r-nomn r r riorrr t otmorr r rur

Santali 33.300 Census India Nepal Koshi, Mechi Eastern

97 Bradlev

)arai
Thakali

9l Census

93 Johnstone

00 Erh
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Orepang 34,000 97 SAG Nepal Baginati, Gandaki,
Narayani

Central,
Western

Bantawa 35,000 ,85,N.K.Rai Nepal Koshi, Mechi,
Sasarrnatha

j
Eastern

Sunwar 40,000 00 Eth Nepdl Janakpur,
Sasarmatha

Central

Kham, Takale 50,000 88 Neoal Raoati Mid Western

Kulung 50,000 85 SAG Neoal Saearmatha Eastern

Sangpang 50.000 99 Dhan Rai Neoal Koshi Eastern

Tamang,
Northwestem

55,000 9l Ce,nsus Nepal Bagmati Central

Tharu,
Kathoriva

60,000 8l Census Nepal, India Seti Far Western

Tibetan 60,000 73 SAG China, Nepal ?

Guruns 72.000 9l Census Nepal Gandaki Western

Tharu, Chitwan 80,000 9l Census Nepal Lumbini, Narayani Western,
Central

Tharu. Deokri 80.000 ' . 8l Census Nepal Rapati Mid Western

Rajbangsi 95,558 91 Census Nepal, India,
Bangladesh

Mechi Eastern

Gurung, Eastern 105,000 9l Census Nepal Gandaki Western

Tamang,
Southwestern

109,051 9l Census Nepal Narayani Central

Hindi 170,997 9l Census India. Neoal Southem. Border
Urdu 202,208 9l Census Pakistan,

India. Neoal
Koshi, lv{echi,
Saearmatha

Eastern

Magar, Western 210,000 94 Neoal Bheri Mid Western

Thanr, Kochila 250,000 9l Census Nepal, India Koshi. Janakpur,
Saearmatha

Eastern

Limbu 254,088 9l Census Nepal, India,
Burma

Koshi, Mechi Eastern

Tharu. Rana 258.000 9l Census Nepal" India Mahakali Far Western

Magar, Eastern 288,383 94 Nepal, India,
Bhutan

Gandaki Western

Tharu. Dane 300.000 91 Census Nepal. India Rapati Mid Western

Tamang,
Western

320,000 9l Census Nepal Bagmati Central

Awadhi 374,638 91 census India, Nepal Bheri, Lumbini Mid Wester5
Western

Newari 690,007 9l Census Nepal, India Baemati Central

Tamang,
Eastern

700,000 91 Census Nepal, India
Bhutan,
Mvanmar

Bagmati, Narayani Central

Bhoipuri 1,379,717 9l Census India Nepal Narayani Central

Maithili 2,191,900 98 Census India, Nepal Janakpur, Koshi,
Narayani,
Saearmatha

Central,
Eastern

Nepali 9,900,000 93 Johnstone Nepal, India,
Bhutan,
Bnrnei

All zones

Baeheli ? India" Nepal Koshi Eastorn
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Chaudanssi ? India. Neoal Mahakali Far Western

Darmiva ? India. Neoal Mahakali Far Western

Dzongkha
,l Bhutan. Nepal KTM Central

Humla Bhotia ? NeDal Karnali. Ssti Mid Western

Kavort ? Nenal Koshi Eastern

'Kumauni ,l India, Nepal Mahakali Far Western

Kurux, Nepali
,l Nepal Janakour Central

Kverung ? Neoal. China Baemati Central

Meohang,
Eastern

? Nepal Koshi Eastern

Musasa ? Nepal Janakpur, Koshi Cenhal,
Eastern

Nepalese Sign
Languagq

? Nepal ?

Pancheaunle ? Neoal Dhawalaeiri Western

Phaneduwali 2 Nepal Koshi Eastern

Pongyong
,l Nepal Mechi Eastern

Saam ? Neoal Ilam Eastern

Thudam Bote ? Neoal Mechi Eastern

Tseku
,l China, Nepal Mechi Eastern

Walins ? Neoal Koshi Eastern

Tomyang 20
villages

KTM Post Nepal Koshi Eastern



0n Tamangic Imperatives*

Isao Honda
Nagoya College, Japan

1. Introduction
Taman glc, or TGTM is a language group that belongs to Tibeto-

Burman. It includes Eastern Tamang, Western Tamang, Gurung, Thakali,
Manangba, Nar-Phu, Chantyal and Seke. In these languages the imperative of
the verb is formed with a verbal suffix" There are several different forms ef
the imperative suffix; some have only a vowel (-V), and the others are made
up of a vowel and a preceding consonant (-C9. Among others, a sufftx with a
velar stop and one with a dental stop are found in many of the languages and
dialects.'

In Eastern Tamang and Western Tamang, where the suffix with a

velar stop, but not the strffix with a dental stop, is found, the final velar stop is
rare, while the final dental stop is well preserved. On the other hand, in
Thakali, Gurung and Manangba, where the suffix with a velar stop and that
with a dental stop are both used, neither the final velar stop nor the final
dental stop are found. These facts suggest that the consonants found in those
suffixes were originally not parts of the suffrxes but belonged to the verb stem.

In Honda (to appear), I reported that the Tangbe dialect of Seke, a
Tamangic language spoken in the Upper Mustang (Nepal), preserves the final
velar stop relatively well. This paper will examine the verb inflection in this
dialect and many other Tamangic dialects, and present data supporting the
above hypothesis.

2. The imperative suffixes in Western Tamang antl Eastern Tamang
In the Sahu dialect of Western Tamang (Taylor I 973), there aie three

imperative suffixes: -o, -u and -ko.' Th. first one, the suffix-o,is used when
the verb stem ends in a consonant. The second ons -rz shows up when the verb
stem ends in a short vowel, and the third one -ko, in which the initial stop is
usually reahzed as voiced, appears when the verb stem ends in a long vowel.
This is illustrated in the example taken from Chalise (lgg9i).z

(l) Western Tamang verb inflectio,n

a. Verbs endinq in a consonant
Past

rap- 'stand' rap-ci
set- 'kill' set-ci
kotek- 'tickle' kotek-ci

Gipan, Vol:z, 2002, pp. 67-80

Nonpast I
rap-pa
sep-pa

kotek-pa

Imperative
rap-o
set-o
kotek-o
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sum- tfeelt

mehr- 'sleep'

IN8
-o
-ll
-g
-ko

Verb stem ending
closed syllable (i.e., consonant) -o

short vowel lil, /el, lal, lol -u
lul
lgng vowel, or glid e larl, lorl, luil 'ko

-yo

aa

sumJl
mehr-ji

sum-ba
mehr-ba

sum-s
mehr-o

b. Verbs endine in a short vowel
Ti-ji
nyi-ji

c. Verbs ending in a lone vowel
cya:- 'look' cya:-ji rya:-ba cya:-ko
sye:- 'know' sye:-ji sye:-ba sye:-ko
nui: 'sleep' nu:-ji nu:-ba nu:-ko
kho:- 'grate' kho:-ji kho:-ba kho:-ko
tha:- 'cut' tha:-ji tha:-ba tha:-ko (Chalise 1999:81-a)

The Risiangku dialect of Eastern Tamang has the same forms of
imperative suffixes: -o, -u and -ko (cf.Mazaudon 1973a). Their distribution is
slightly different; nevertheless, there is a similarity; the suffix containing a

ccnsonant, i.e., -ko ts used afterverb stems that end in a longvowel, while -2,
which does not contain a consonant, is used after verb stems that end in a
short vowel.3

(2) The forms and the distributioir of the imperative suffixes in Western
Tamang

(Sahu: Taylor 1973:l l8) (? Chalise 1999:81-4)

'sit'
tgot

'sift'
'pour'
teatt

Ti-
nyi-
reh-
tg-
CL-

reh-ji
te-ji
ca'ji

Ti-ba
nyr-ba
reh-ba
te-ba
ca-ba

Ti-u
nyi-u
reh-u
te-u
ca-u

consonant
short vowel

long vowel
diphthong
en{ing rn /r/

(3) The forms and the distribution of the imperative suffixes in Eastern
Tamang
-o after short vowel
rtt after short vowel
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-ko after long vowel
(Risiangku: Mazaudon 1973a:63, fn. 56, I22)

It is tmportant to note here that in both Western Tamang and Eastern
Tamang, the length contrast in the vowel is maintained, and that the
imperative form clearly tells us whether the verb stem ends in a short vowel or
in a long vowel. Since other verb suffixes, including the suffixes of "Past" and
"Nonpast 1", take the same form, i.e., -ba and 7i both for the short vowel stem
and for the long vowel stem, the form of the imperative suffrx is a prime clue
for determining whether the vowel in the stem is long or short.

The distribution of the imperative suffixes in Western Tamang and
Eastern Tamang seems to suggest that the velar stop of the suffix -ko was
originally not a part of the suffrx but belonged to the verb stem. In other
words, the verb stem-final velar stop had been reanalyzed as a part of the
imperative suffix over the course of history (i e. . *W-o > V:-ko). Compare the
imperative fonn of the verb 'tickle' kotek-o in (1a), with those of the verbs that
end in a long vowel in (1c), such as cya:-ko'look!'.

This hypothesis may partially be supported by the fact that, both in
Western Tamang and in Eastern Tamang, the occurrence of fr is rare in the
final position. vvhile the frnal p and t are significantly more common. In
Mazaudon's description of the Rrsiangku dialect of Eastern Tamang
(Mazaudon 1973a), we can find about twenty words having a velar stop in the
final position. including a couple of verb stems ending in k. From this fact,
and, on a comparative ground, it has been speculated, for instance in Nishi
(1991), that long vowels found in Western Tarnang and in Eastern Tamang
derive from fr (i.e.. *Vk > V:).

However, since no Tamangic dialect had been found, until recently,
where the final velar stop is well preserved, it has not been known to what
extent the final velar was preserved in the Proto-Tamangic period and whether
or not the velar stop in the imperative suffix -ko is indeed a trace of the verb
stem-final velar.

3. Tangbe (Seke) verb inflection
Seke is spoken in five villages, Tangbe, Tetang, Chuksang, Chaile

and Gyakar, all of which are located in the Upper Mustang (Nepal), an area
known as Baragaon. The speech of the five villages can be divided into three
dialects: 1) Tangbe, 2) Tetang, and 3) Chuksang, Chaile and Gyakar,
although there are slight differences between Chuksang-Chaile and Gyakar.
Among the three dialects, Tangbe is the most divergent, and is most different
from Thakali, which is spoken in the adjacent area. In Honda (to appear), I
presented a brief description of the Tangbe dialect and reported that this
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dialect preserves the final velar stop relatively well, at least more so than in
Western Tamang and Eastern Tamang.

In Tangbe, the following five Upes of verbs can be reco gnrzed,.a

(4) Classification of Tanebe verbs

Type I
Type 2
Type 3

Type 4

Type 5

Type I

th,rg- 'drink' thug-ba
kol- 'brew' kol-ba
bonr- 'take away'bonr-ba

'sew' Du!-pa
'cook' jufik-pa

Type 3
siC-
ReC-
Tlpe 4a

tha:-
k6:-

kho:-

'cry' kl(:)-wa

'rub' sip-pa
'get up' Rep-pa

tcut'

thul-ji thurj-o
kolli kol-o
bonr-ji bonr-o

Dufo-ci Dunb-o

iunk-ci j,rog-o

slc-cl sr-o
Rec-ci Rer-o

tha(:)-ji tha(:)s-o
ka(:)-ji ka(:)e-o

kho(:)-ji kho(:)g-o

The verb stem-final is a voiced consonant
The verb stem-final is a voiceless consonant
The verb stem-final is an unspecified consonant, which is
represented here as C
The verb stem-final is a long vowel
a non-front vowel a: , -oi 

, or o.'

b front vowel i: ot e:
The verb stem-final is a short vowel
a non-high vowel a, d, o, or e

b high vowel i or u

The paradigms of those five types are shown in (5). Note that stem-final p
and k arc usually reahzed as voiced when they are immediately followed by a
vowel.5

Tangbe verb inflection

Infinitive Past Imperative Hortative

(5)

Tyoe 2
Doh-
jruk-

thuq-jyo
kol-jyo
bonr-jyo

Duhp-cyo
junk-cyo

sic-cyo
Rec-cyo

thak-cyo
kak-cyo

tha(:)-wa

khok-cyo'feed' kho(:)-wa
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tpe ab

khi:- 'tie' t<hi1:;-wa
ke:- 'climb' ke(:)-wa

rhil:yii
ke(:)-ji ke(:)r-o

ca-o
ban-o

khic-cyo
kec-cyo

bin-syo
Tu-syo

khil:yr-o

TlTre 5a

C8-

ba6-

kho-
defr-

Type 5b

bin-

'eat' ca-wa
'bring' bafr-wa

'dig' kho-wa
boil food' defr-wa

kho-ji kho-o
den-ii den-o

ca-qyo

ban-syo

kh-syo
den-syo

<J

ca-ji
ba6-.1i

Tu-

tsayt bifr-wa

'stay, sit'Tu-wa
bin-ji bin-u
Tu-ji Tu-u

It should be noted that the imperative and the hortative forms of the

verbs that end in a long vowel A:, h:, or o.' (Type 4a) are exactly the same, or

quite similar to those of the verbs that end in k (Type 2). Compare, for
instance, the imperative form of Type 2 verb juuk-'to cook', i.e. , juog-o, with

that of Type 4averb frot- 'to cut', i.e., fraog-o, and the hortative form of the

former, i.e., iuhk-cyo, with that of the latter, i.e., frak-cyo. It seems, thus,
quite tikely that Type 4a verbs were once Type 2 verbs, and that they had lost
their stem-final k before the infinitive suffrx and the past suffrx.

What is more important is the fact that, as is shown in (6), most of
the long vowel ending verbs in Western Tamang and Eastern Tamang
correspond in Tangbe either to verbs that end in ft (Type 2) or to verbs that
end in a long vowel, ot, oL, or o: (Type 4a). This fact suggests that the
Western/Eastern Tamang verbs ending in a long vowel also once had a velar
stop in their stem-final positions, and that the vowel length now compensates

for the final stop that was 1ost.6

(6)
a. Some of the Tansbe verbs that end in k (Type 2\ and their coqnates in
Thakali. Western Tamang. and Eastern Tamang

TA SY MA TU SARI

'be pleasant' ,hrrk-

'cook' jouk-

'need to, must' tok-

ahu_ ,ho_ 2ahr_ laho:_ lrhrr,_

jou- cu- 3cu- 4cu:- 4cu:-

to- to- to- I to: - I to, -
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'lift' thik- thi-
tcarryt nlk- n6-

'sleep' nufik- ,nufi-

'knit, weave' ra(10- fz-,

b. Sorne of the Tanebe verbs that end in a non-fra4 long vowel (Type

4a) and their coenates in Thakali. Western Tamane. and Eastern Tamang

TA SY MA TU SA RI

#i- lthi'-

nl- Zr{a- Zna:-

nufr- 4nu- 2nu:- 4rl r-

rl- 2rtr- Zta:- Zta:-

'cry' kal:-

'throw away'

'feed'

'look for'
tcount'

tcutt

'pay back'

'sweep'

kya- kya-

kyl:- Lyh-

kho:- ko,

cya- :- cya- -

jytu'- jyru-

tha:- tha-

phd:- pha-

phyd:- phyd

2q{ - l.ya:- lcya:-

3.yr*- 4"yu.- 4ryu.-

Ztha- Zthu,- Ztha,-

ZTa-

Lyd-

khe-

cyd -

cYa{-

tha-

kha- kha- kha- lkha- lkhu- lkha-

ca- cd- ca- Iru- laa- lar-

bd- ba- pa- 4pn- 3pu- 3pu-

to- to- to- Zto- Zto- Zto-

brafi- bra6- pra- 3pru- 4pru- 4pru-

qFa- qyo- syo- 2ry.- ztyu- Zryu-

lkra:- lkra:-

z*ya- lkhla:- lkhla:-

Z*ha,- lkh*u,-

pha- Zphe- Zphu- Zphu,-

- phyf, - zphyu- Zphyu,- Zphyu,-

cf. Some of the Ta$gbe verbs that end in a non-front short vowel (Type

5a) 4nd their coenates in Thakali. Western Tamang. and Eastern Tamang

TA SY MA TU SA RI

tcomet

teatl

'bring'

'pound'

'walk'

'dancet

TA: Tangbe (Seke), SY: Syang (Yhulkasompaimhi Thakali), MA:
Marpha (Mawatan Thakali), TU: Tukche (Tamang Thakali), SA: Sahu
(Western Tamang), RI: Risiangku @astern Tamang)

-
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4. Hortative Cuffixgs in WesternTamang
It may already be apparent that the imperative fo/ms of the long

vowel ending verbs in Tangbe are analyzed differently from those in Western
Tamang and Eastern Tamang. In Tangbe, the velar stop which appears in the
imperative forms of the long vowel ending verbs is anply?lAd a$ a part of the

stem, cf. (5) Type 4a, e.g., fraQg-o'Cut', while r|'is,Lnaly/ed in Western
Tamang and Eastern Tamang as a part of the impgative sufftx, cf. (lc), a.E,

&a:-ko 'Cut'.7 The dif;lerence is primarily based oir the fact that in Tangte the
velar stop appears not only in the imperative and the hortative, hfi also in
many other paradigffis, such as in the future, sequential, progressive.

In Western Tamang, however, the imperative is not the only
paradigm where the velar siop appears. In tht Sahu dialect of Western
Tamang, for instance, there are -ke and -i, both of which are used in l) the
imperative mood for Znd person , 2) the desiderative mood, 3) the hortative
mood, and 4) the intentive mood (Taylor 1973: 119-L2l). The uses of -ke and
-i are illustrated in (7).

(7)
a, syee-ke! 'Let's go!'
b. nyang ca-i-le! 'Let's eat!' (Taylor 1973:120)

What is important to note here is the fact that their distribution is
complementary; while -ke "occurs following long open syllables and closed
syllables", "-i occurs following short open syllables" (Tylor 1973: I l9).
Leaving aside the fact that -ke occurs after closed syllables, i.e., verbs end in a'
consonant, we can find a parallel between the distribution of -ke and -i, and
that of the imperative suffixes -ko and -u. This fact leads us to speculate that,
like the velar stop of the imperative suffix -ko, the initial stop of -ke is a
residue of the old stem-final velar. 

s

5. The imperative suffix with a dental stolt
In other Tamangic dialects, a number of different forms of the

imperative suffix are found; some have a consonant, and the others do not.
The forms and the distribution of the imperative suffrxes in Thakali,
Manangba, Nar-Phu, Gurung, and Chantyal are presented in (8). As is
shown, an imperative suffix with a velar stop is also found in all three dialects
of Thakali (-ko), Manangba (-ko) and Gurung (-gu), but their distribution is
not the same as -ko in Western Tamang and Eastern Tamang.
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(8) The forms and tne distribrgion of thgimperative suffrxes in Thakall
Ivlanangba. Nar- Phu. G-unurg. and Cfumtval

L. Tamang Thakali (Tukche --- t{x1i 1969:136>

consonant
a couple of verb stems only (e.g., co-, kha-, ta-, ta-)
vowel
a,couple of verb stems only (e.g., V€-, pi-, pih-, syuh-)
-Ni for 2nd person plural

{
-w
-ko
-to

b. Mawatan Thakali
(Georg 1996:123)
-o consonant
-to |il, lel, lyl
-ko ld I
-ko, -to, -go lul

-to
-ko
-IlO

-ro
-lo

Nar-Phu

-(t)aw
-(t)ow

-d, -di
-Il

(Marpha)
(My own data)
-o consonant
-to ltl, lel
-ko lal, ld l, lol, lul

? (common?)

? (common?)

after lnl, lql
after lrl
after lU

(Nar --- |[ssnan to appear b)

for singular subject
for plural subject

nonnasal verb stems

nasal verb stems

c. Ytrulkrsommhi Thakali (Syang --- \rty own data)

-o common (both for consonants and vowels)
-ko a couple of verb stems only (e.g., koi-, Dahm-)
-ro a couple of verb stems only (e.g., boo-, yofr-)
-to a few verb stems (e.g. , k:Ai-, bifr-, Re-)

Manangba @raga --- Hoshi 1986)d.

e.

f. Gurung (Ghachok --- Glover et. al 1977; cf. Glover 1974:l16)
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rl-:

-u, -gul
-dut, -du
-fllll
-si

used with bxaau''bring'
non-final in sentence
nasal verb stems, nonfinal in sentence
polite

g. Chantval (Noonan to appear a)

In Thakali (all three dialects), Manangba, Nar-Phu, and Gurung,
there is an imperative suffix with a dental stop. In Gurung (Ghachok),
sufftXes with a dental stop, -d/-di and -du'/-du, have much wider distribution
than that of a suf;fix with a velar stop, -gu'. This is also the case for
Manangba. Although the distribution of the Manangba -to rs not mentioned
in Hoshi (1986), my Manangba informant gave me the suffrx -to for most of
the verbs I collected.e

An interesting case is observed in Marpha (Mawatan Thakali). In
this dialect, while the imperative suffix -ko rs used when the stem ends in a
non-frgnt vowel, the imperative suffix -to is used when the verb stem ends in a
front vowel, i or e. In fact, this distribution finds a parallel to those of the
Tangbe imperative strffixes. Recall that in Tangbe there is a difference in the
imperative forms between Type 4a (i.e., the verb that ends in a long non-front
vowel, a:, a+, or o;) and Type 4b (i.e., the verb that ends in a long front vowel
i.' or e;); while the imperative form of the former contains r, that of the latter.
contains g. The distribution of the Tangbe imperative forms is summ arized rn
(e).

(9) The imperative forms and the distribution of the imperative suffixes
in Tanebe

-o

The imperative form
...C-o

...9-o

...r-o

...V-o

...V-u

Type
(Type 1,2,3)
(Type 4a)

fiype ab)

(Type 5a)

(Type 5b)

The stem-final
a consonant

a long vowel /a:1, fa:/, /o:/

a long vowel, lt:/, le:l

a short vowel, lal, fal, lol, lel
a short vowel, lil, lul

(*C, V stand for a consonant and a vowel, respectively).

As suggested above, the Tangbe Type 4a verbs probably once had k rn
their stem-final positions, even in their infinitive and past forms. On the
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other hand, the Tangbe Type 4b verbs probably once had a dental stop in their
stem-final positions because those verbs quite regularly correspond to

Western/Eastern Tamarlg verbs that end in t. This may also be the case for
Marpha, as shown in (10). What is observed here is a very common historical
process where the stem-final dental */ had a fronting effect on the vowel that
precedes it.

(10) Some of the Tangbe verbs that end in a front lone vowel (Type 4b\
and their cognates in Thakali. Western Tamang. and Eastern Tamanq

'wergh, measure'

'climb'

'borrow, lend'

'fight'lo

'pick.up'

'chew'

'let sb go, send'

'forget'

'kill'
'weed'

This observation leads us to consider that the consonant r appearing
in the imperative forms of Tangbe Type 4b verbs were originally a dental stop

(i.e. , *Vt-o > Vr-o), and that the dental stop of the Marpha imperative suffix -
/o once belonged to the verb stem and'had been reanalysed as a part of the

imperative suffix -to in other Thakali dialects.
Note that in Thakali, Manang,ba, Gurung, and other Tamangic

languages except Western Tamang, Eastern Tamang, and Tangbe, neither /
nor k is preserved in the final position. In Tangbe, the final k is, as we have

seen above, well preserved, but the final *r is totally lost. In Western Tamang
and Eastern Tamang, on the other hand, the final / is preserved, but the final fr
has rarely sunived. This is probably the reason why both Western Tamang

and Eastern Tamang have an imperative suffrx with ft, but not with r.l I

TA SY MA TU SA RI

ke:- koi- koi- 2koy- 2kop- 2kot-

ke:- kai- kai- ZTe- lkret- lkrat-

khi:- thi- tht- 2thi- 2thit-

,h..- chai- chai- 2chay- lchet- Zchat-

2rhep-

diH:- diH- tui- 4tut- 314fit-

nye:- nye- Nye- 2Ny.- 2nyet- lNyat-

pi:- pi- pi- Zpi- Zpit- zpft-

me:- mle- mle- Zmle- Zmlet- Zmlet-

se:- sai- sai- 2ury- l set- l sat-

$ye:- sye- qye- 2syot-

\
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6. Leveling
It should be emphasized that what I am suggesting herc is, neither

that all instances of the velar stop in the imperative sufftx -ko derivs froilr tre
stem-final velar stop, nor that all irtstances of the dental stop in the impg-rative
suffix -to derive from the sterh-final dental stop. Verb inflecfion and
paradigffis, like the imperative p4radigms illustrated in this paper, are ofter
created by analogical processes, such as leveling.

In fact, leveling is obsenred on the. current stage of Eastern Tamang.
Mazaudon (L973a:122) notes that one of her Risiangku Tamang informants
was not able to distinguish long vowel ending verbs from short vowel ending
verbs and gave her both -ko and -o for both types of verbs. A similar but more
extreme case is found in the speech of my Eastern Tamang informant. Whe_n

I asked him to form imperatives, he gave me the suffix -ko not only for verb
stems that end in a vowel, but also for almost all of the verb stems that end in
a consonant. This means not only that the length contrast of the vowel is
threatened, but also that the process of eliminating the morphophonemic
alternant -o has been almost completed"

It seems that the imperative paradigms in other Tamangic dialects
were also crsated by leveling. As in the speech of my Eastern Tamang
informant, the elimination of the morphophonemic alternation has been in
favor of -o in Syang (Yhulkasompaimhi Thakali) and Chantyal, and this forrn
of the imperative suffix is now used for (almost) all of the verb stems. In
Tukche (Tamang Thakali), the suffix with a velar, i"e., -ko, is most
productive, and the suffix with a dental, i.e. , -to, is used for a couple of verb
stems only. In Gurung and Manangba (as far as the speech of my inforrnant is
concerned), the situation is opposite; the distribution of a suffix with a velar
stop is now quite limited, and a suffix with a dental stop has much widgr
distribution.

In Marpha, the old contrast between the stem-final fr amci f is now
reflected in a contrast between stem-final front vowels and sf"ena-final non-
front vowels, and this new contrast appears to be working sornehow to block
the elimination of the atrternation between the imperative suffixe s -ko and -to.
The situation is basically the same in Tangbe, although the velar and r
appeari4gin the irnperative forms of the long.vowel ending verbs arc trttalyzed
as belonging to the stem. (l l) compares the distribution of the imperative
suffixes in Tangbe, Syang, Marpha, Tukche, and Sahu. Note that in all three
Thakali dialects the length contrast of rihe vowel is absent (cf. Mazaudon
1973b: 88), and that the old contrast between a short vowel /a/ and a long
vowel la:l is reflected in a contrast between the two short vowels lal and N..
This is why the vowel l-al rs absent in Western Tamang (Sahu) where tho

length contrast of the vowel is preserved.
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(11) Comparison of the distribution of the imperative suffixes in 5

Tamangic dialectsl2

Stem-finals Imperative suffixes (and stem-finals in the case of Tangbe)

(Short vowel) TA SY MA TU SA

Exception

(Consonant) -o -o -o -o
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-ko
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-u
-o
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1 It has been thought naively that a number of dialects called "Tamang" constitute one
language. However, recent studies have gradually revealed that those dialects
should be divided at least, into two different goups. Varenkamp (1996:45) finds
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the dividing line between the two groups in the8hote Kosi and called them

"Western Tamang" and "Eastern Tamang", re*pipMy.
2 Al*rough Chalise does not mention what dialect he de5cribes, the data provided

cleady suggest that it belongs to Western Tamang.

' Mazaudonlf 9Ta) does not mention whether theri is any difference in their
distribution betwe en -o arrd -u, nor what imperative suffix is used after a consonant.

o The verb stem ending in a long vowel n.' has not been found so far.

' In this paper, Tangbe forms are all phonetically transcribed. The raised H follo*ing
a vowel represents breathiness on the syllable. lVords without the breathiness are

high tone words (either tone 1 or tone 2), while those with the breathiness are low
tone words (either tone 3 or tone 4); cf. Honda {,to appear).

u The datapresented in(6) and (10) are fromthe following sources: TA (Tangbe,

Seke), SY (Syang, Yhulkasompaimhi Thakali), MA (Marpha, Mawatan Thakali) are

from my own data; TU (Tukche, Tamang Thakali): Hale ed" (1973); SA (Sahu,

Western Tamang): Hale ed. (1973); RI (Risiangku, Eastern Tarnang):Mazaudon

{1973a). As are Tangbe forms, Syang and }vlarpha f"orms are also all phonetically

transcribed. Tukche, Sahu, Risiangku forrns are rnodified according to phonemic
notations adopted here.

' The two forms are described differently, but actuattry there seems to be no difference
in their forms. Note that, as mentioned above, the Western Tamang sufllx -/ro is
usually realized as [-go] when it follows a vowel ending stem, and t]rat the length of
the vowel inthe imperative tbrm of the long vowel ending verb (e.g., a long vowel

a: tnfra;-ko) is evasive, as in Tangbe.
t The hortative suffix es -ke and -i are also elicited from my Eastern Tarnang informant,

and their distribution is exactly the same as that of- the Sahu counterparts. h,Iy

informant comes from a village called Katike near tr)olalghat in Kabre. The village
is located near the Sun Kosi, which is, accordrng to Varenliarnp (1996:45), the
dividing line between "Outer-Eastern Tamang" and "Central-Eastern Tamang""

' My Manangba informant was raised in Kathmandu, and her father cornes f,rorn

Ngawal and her mother comes from Pisang.
to SA I &et- 'quarel',Z&rp- aght'
t'As is often said, the final dental i$,more likely tp be lost than the final velar.

Benedict (19?2:14), for instance, spys, uThe final velars (-e, -/V) tend to disappear
much more readily than do the dentals or labials ...". This is the case for Westena

Tamang and Eastern Tamang, but not for Tangbe.
t2 The data of Marpha is based on my own, not on Georg's (t 996).
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